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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation and Definition of the Problem 
The statisticcd problem of estimation for time series models has a long history, and 
the error distribution has been assumed to be Gaussian in most of the time series litera­
ture. The Gaussian (commonly known as normal) distribution is popular because of its 
theoretical properties and its ability to model a wide range of real life systems. Although 
the role of the Gaussian distribution in modeling physical, social and biological systems 
is important, sometimes its use is questionable. In many real world situations there is 
no reason to believe that the observations are normally distributed. As Poincare (1896. 
page 168) commented, "Everyone believes in the [Gaussian] law of errors, the experi­
menters because they think it is a mathematical theorem, the mathematicians because 
they think it is an experimental fact." In the next section we give time series examples 
where the data are highly non-Gaussian. Such time series motivated our research. 
We consider the stationary autoregressive process of order p that satisfies 
+ • • • + 3p^j-p + i = P + 1. 2. . . . , 
where the e / s  are iid (independent and identically distributed) zero mean, finite variance 
random variable with unknown cumulative distribution function F(-). The roots of the 
characteristic equation 
p 
mJ' — ^ = 0 
j=i 
are assumed to be less than one in absolute value. Three main issues will be considered: 
1. Estimation of the error distribution: We will develop a methodology to estimate 
the error distribution of an autoregressive process. 
2. Estimation of the Autoregressive Parameters: We will develop a methodolog}' to 
estimate the autoregressive parameters and also derive the limiting properties of 
the estimator. 
3. Prediction: We will develop methodologies to construct confidence intervals for 
predictions (also known as prediction intervals). The performance of our method­
ologies will be compared with the existing procedures that assume the error dis­
tribution to be Gaussian. 
This chapter contains examples of non-Gaussian time series, a brief literature review 
with emphasis on transformation methodologies used to transform non-Gaussian data, 
and a brief overview of the following chapters. 
1.2 Examples of Non-Gaussian Time Series 
Example 1 (Endocrinology): Diggle and Zeger (1989) presented a time series on the 
level of luteinizing hormone (LH) that exhibits occasional large increases in value, known 
as pulses and exponential decay between pulses. The data are highly non-Gaussian. 
Diggle and Zeger modeled the error distribution as a mixture of two iid distributions. In 
their example blood samples were taken from eight cows every 15 minutes for 24 hours, 
consisting of six-hour sessions on four consecutive days. LH is a very important hormone 
that regulates the menstrual cycle.The menstrual cycle has three stages: 
• Phase 1 (Folliculax Phase): In this phase the follicle axid its ovum mature. 
• Phase 2 (Ovulation): In this phase the ovum is released from the follicle. 
3 
• Phase 3 (Luteal Phase); In this phase the endonaetriura is prepared for implanta­
tion of a fertilized egg. 
The pituitary gland produces LH and releases it in pulses, each pulse marks the end 
of phase 1 and beginning of phase 2. Knobil and Hotchkiss (1988) have explained the 
biological reaisons behind such rhythmic behavior of LH level. Many researchers are 
interested in the characterization of LH pulse frequency and amplitude as well as their 
dependence on experimental interventions. 
Example 2 (Nutrient Content in River): The chlorophyl content of the water is a 
measure of the plant activity in a stream. Nitrogen and phosphorous are the constituents 
of chlorophyl and hence the nitrogen and phosphorus levels can be regarded as indicators 
of plant activity in the stream. During rainfall, nitrogen and phosphorus are washed into 
the river. So the nitrogen and phosphorus levels shoot up just after a rainfall, followed 
by an exponential decay. This resulting data are non-Gaussian. 
1.3 Literature Review 
Traditionally, statisticians have suggested transformations to handle non-Gaussian 
data. In the following subsections we discuss some of the suggestions. We start with 
transformation in the classical regression situation, followed by a discussion of extensions 
to time series. We also discuss difficulties associated with the use of transformations. 
1.3,1 Box-Cox Transformation 
Statisticians often assume the set of observations - .J/n to be independently 
and identically distributed eis normal with constant variance a^. The mean is sometimes 
specified to be a linear model in a vector parameter 0. Box and Cox (1964), in their 
pioneering work, suggested a claiss of transformations, indexed by cin unknown parameter 
A. for the dependent variable y. They assumed that normality, homoscedasticity and 
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linear model structure of the mean function are achieved only after an appropriate 
transformation on y. This is the extensively used paxametric class of transformations, 
known as the Box-Cox transformations, and is given by the following: 
S(y:A) = (A#0) (U) 
= logy, (A = 0). (1.2) 
-A. generalization that permits a mean shift is 
(y 4. - 1 
5(!/;AI.A2) = , (Ai^O) (1.3) 
= log (t/-|-A2). (Ai =0). (l-^) 
The first transformation holds for i/ > 0 and the second one for y > — A2. Although we 
restrict our discussion to the case where y is a scalar, the procedure extends to vector 
valued y. 
The linear model assumption is 
A)] = A9. 
where y  =  { y \ , y 2 ,  •  •  •  ,yn) : A is a known matrix, and 0 is a vector of unknown parame­
ters associated with the transformed observations. It is assumed that for some unknown 
A. the transformed ^(y,;A) (2 = 1 ,n) satisfies the full normal theory assumptions. 
Bo.x and Cox took two different approaches to estimate the parameters — (a) maximum 
likelihood estimation and (6) Bayesian method of estimation. 
In approach (a) they first fixed a value of A, and for that fi.xed A calculated the 
ma.ximum likelihood estimator 6 (where 6 is the usual least squaxes estimator with 
dependent variable y(y; A)) and a^(A) given by 
a-2(A) = n-^[g(y: A)]' Ma [g(y; A)], 
where Ma = I — A(A A) ^A . A is of full column rank. 
0 
For a fixed A. the maximized log likelihood (except for a constant) is. 
LmaxW = -^logo-^(A) + logy(A:y). 
where 
d [ g { y :  A)] J(A;y) = n^Li 
dyi 
From the plot of /^max('^) vs. A or by solving the differential equation ^ [^Tnar(A)] = 0 
the maximizing value A can be found. The 100(1 — a)% large sample confidence interval 
for A is given by 
•^mar(A) L m a x i ^ )  
where u\ is the number of independent components of A. and \^J^(q) is the lOOa-th 
percentile of a chi-square distribution with i/\ degrees of freedom. 
In approach (6) Box and Cox (1964) assumed the conditional prior distributions of 
9 and log a given A to be uniform over the range where the likelihood is appreciable. 
They also assumed the existence of all the conditional densities. They derived the log 
of approximate contribution of the observations to the posterior distribution of A as 
= -^log [5(A)/i/r] + — log J(A;y). 
I  n  
where 
5(A) = [g(s/:A)]'A[g(j/:A)j 
and i / r  =  n —  rank(A). 
The expressions for both £-mar(A) and Lb(X) simplify when one uses the normalized 
variable go{y:X) = J~n g{y:X) as the terms involving the Jacobian drop out. Although 
for the purpose of general discussion Z/max(A) and LbiX) are essentially equivalent, they 
may differ substantially because n~^Ur may be appreciably less than one even for large n. 
The large sample distributions of the maximum-likelihood estimator and the maximum 
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likelihood ratio chi-squared test are the same for both LmaxiM and Following the 
argument by Bartlett (1937), Box and Cox (1964) cirgued in favor of using Lb[\) over 
^max (A). 
The authors also discussed, from both frequentist and Bayesian viewpoints, some 
other interesting problems such as: 
1. how simple a model we are justified in using : 
2. what weight is given to the following considerations: (a) simple structure for the 
expectation. (6) constant variance and (c) normal distributions : 
3. whether different transformations are really needed to achieve the different objec­
tives and hence whether or not the value of A chosen using the overall procedure 
is a compatible compromise. 
1.3.2 Modifications of the Box-Cox Transformation 
Bo.\ and Cox suggested a likelihood ratio test for H q :  X  =  Aq- It was assumed 
that after appropriate transformation the observations are exactly normal. In practice 
however, this may not be the case. The errors, for example, may be approximately 
normal with the presence of a few outliers, or the distribution of the errors may be 
slightly heavy tailed. Several authors discussed the problem of nonnormality and made 
suggestions. 
-Andrews (1971). with the help of an e.xample. showed that the maximum likelihood 
estimator of A could be highly influenced by outliers which confirmed the well known 
fact that maximum likelihood estimation for the normal model is generally not robust. 
•Andrews developed an F-test based method known as the significance method with 
exactly specified Type I error for the normal model that is relatively insensitive to an 
outlier. 
I 
Atkinson (1973) performed a Monte Carlo study to show that the likelihood ratio 
test is more powerful than the significance method under normality and suggested an 
alternative method for testing Hq : X = Xq. The method, under normality, is essentially 
equivalent to the likelihood ratio test. The Atkinson test is not robust. 
Carroll (1980) discussed the approaches of Andrews and .Atkinson and found "that 
the methods which are powerful for testing in the normal model are not robust, while the 
method which appears to be robust is not powerful at the normal model." He suggested 
a method that takes a middle path. It is powerful for a class of models (which includes 
normal) and at the same time relatively robust for .Andrews' e.xample. 
Carroll's method proceeds as follows. Replace the normal density likelihood of Box 
and Co.x by "normal center-exponential tails" likelihood given by (up to a constant) 
n 
L { d . a . X )  =  ( j ~ "  ^  e x p  
1=1 
where 
p { x )  = O.ox^. — k < x < k  
= /:(ji| — O.oA:). otherwise. 
and 0 is a p dimensional vector. Then use Huber's M-estimator idea. Take a starting 
value a and maximize L{9.a-.X) in 9 by solving 
S ^  X )  -  a,'^]) Hi = 0. 
1=1 
where C''(-) = p ' { - ) -
Then one updates a by solving an additional equation 
n 
(" - p)~^ X) - a,'01) a.- = E,pw'^[Z), 
i=l 
where £$(•) denotes the expectation under the standard normal distribution. With this 
updated cr go back to the previous equation to solve for 6 and continue until conver­
gence. For fixed A. denote the estimators by 0(A). (t(A). Obtain Xr by maximizing 
L{e{x) .&{x) .x )  over  A.  
^[^(t/.:A)-ai'fl]) + (A - l)logi;- . 
s 
The likelihood ratio statistic for testing Hq : X = Xq under the "normal center-
exponential tails~ model is 
f L { 0 { X o ) ' ^(X q). X q )  \  2  •  I I  J  •  J -  •  Afl = —2log — 1 ~ Xp 3Ls\TnptoticaIly. under appropriate conditions. 
\ L { 0 { X R ) . a - { X [ i ) .  X f i ) J  
This "normal center-exponential tails" density (i) takes care of outliers/ heavy tails, and 
(ii) has the following property: 
If 
V ; = ^ - h e . .  F .  
where F  belongs to the family of distributions 
C  =  { G  :  G  =  ( 1  —  e)$ +  e H .  H  symmetric about zero} . 
then the minimax estimator of ^ is the maximum likelihood estimator for a density 
proportional to exp[—p(x — i^)]. Carroll (1980) also assessed the influence of outliers 
on this method and on the normal theory maximum likelihood using the technique of 
influence curve (Hampel. 1974) 
The Box-Cox transformation is applicable when the set of data has a lower limit but 
no upper limit. When the data are constrained by both an upper limit and a lower limit. 
one can use the beta transformation family (Rocke. L993: Meyer. 1995). Without loss of 
generality y  can be assumed to lie between 0 and 1. If y lies between L  and U .  y  needs 
V — L to be replaced by ^. The general form of the beta transformation family is 
g { y : X )  = t f - ' d t  (A ^ 0) 
Jo 
= (^ = "1 
1.3.3 Power Restricted to a Finite Set 
The Box-Cox transformation may lead to a power that does not have practical inter­
pretation. Statisticians generally like to use power transformations like logt/.y* or ^/y. 
9 
/(A.4.0) = 
So from a practical point of view the choice of A is often limited to a finite set. Carroll 
(1982c) considered this problem. Suppose 
g{yi\ A) = a.'d + ere,. z" = 1 N. 
where e, ~ iV(0,1). Carroll was interested in the median response surface at a given 
ao : ^ 
(1 + Aa;0)x. A 7^0 
exp(ei^0), A = 0. 
with A restricted to a finite set Q/j = {Ai A,}. Let X r and A' be respectively the 
restricted estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator of A : and let Or and 6' be 
the corresponding estimators of B. Then the three median response surface estimators 
are: 
/ * 
iV/(ao) = A known. 
^"(30) = /(A'.aj).^') mle. 
A/fi(ao) = /(Afl.a^.flft) Restricted. 
If Q,r  has a fixed number of elements, trivial results are obtained as the sample size 
.V —)• oc. If A is in Qr. M{AO) and A//i(ao) are asymptotically equivalent and both are 
superior to otherwise. Mr(slo) is asymptotically biased and hence worse than 
M'iao). In order to get rid of this triviality Carroll let the size of Qr increase with 
sample size. 
Carroll assumed: (i) the number of elements of Qr increases as N increases, (ii) the 
true A is either in Q.r or close to Q.r. Carroll defined the quajitity 
_ M S E { M R ( a Q ) )  -  M S E i M ' { a o ) )  
R E S T R I C T I O i N  C O S T  -  -  U S E ( M M )  
and showed, with the help of an example and a Monte Carlo study, that (i) the maximum 
likelihood estimator is never disastrous relative to the restricted estimator, but the 
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maximum likelihood estimator caji be worse and (ii) the restricted estimator can be 
disastrous with respect to the maximum likelihood estimator. Carroll also developed 
some minimax criteria for the RESTRICTION COST. It was shown that 
MSE{Restricted estimator) 
MSE RATIO = M S E { m U )  
depends in a very complex way on the design, the values of the regression parameters 
and the distance of A from 
1.3.4 Transform Both Sides Model 
Often some theory suggests the existence of a functional relationship between the 
dependent variable and the explanatory variables of the form, y = /(x,/3). But a model 
for the random fluctuation of y around f{x.3) is less commonly available. One may be 
tempted to fit the regression 
y  =  f i x .  3 )  +  e .  
But the e"s may not be normally distributed, and hence some of the standard statistical 
results do not hold. Carroll and Ruppert (1988) suggested one way to model the het-
eroscedasticity and skewness of the error distribution in regression and thus to obtain 
more efficient parameter estimators and valid prediction intervals. This is called the 
•'transform both sides" methodology. The steps are: 
1. Decide the functional relation y  =  f { x . 0 ) .  from empirical, physical or biological 
considerations. 
2. Choose some monotone transformation family h{'.X). indexed by the parameter A. 
The parameter A may be a vector. A popular choice of /i(',A) is the Box-Cox family 
of transformations. 
3. .A.pply the transformation to both sides of the relation to get 
h { y , X )  =  h [ f { x . 3 ) . X ) .  
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4. Then fit the regression 
h { y . X )  = h  (/(x, J). A) + e. 
The method assumes that for some suitable choice of h, the e's are iid N(0.o-^). 
The parameters of the regression caji be estimated by the standard statistical techniques 
and usual asymptotics hold. The biggest advantage of this method over the traditional 
Box-Cox transformation is that, unlike Box-Cox transformation, this method does not 
change the interpretation of the mechanism/process. 
Although this method overcomes some of the shortcomings of the Box-Cox method­
ology'. the choice of the transformation is often limited to the power, shifted power or 
some other popular family. Limited flexibility of the parametric family may miss some 
important features of the distribution. Nychka and Ruppert (1995) developed a more 
comprehensive approach where they estimated the transformation using nonparametric 
methods bcised on maximizing a penalized likelihood function. This maocimization prob­
lem leads to a spline estimator for the log-derivative of the transformation. Wang and 
Ruppert (1995) proposed a nonparametric method to estimate the transformation in the 
transform both sides model. This approach is based on kernel-based density estimation. 
1.3.5 Power Transformed Time Series 
Box and Jenkins (1970) studied the possibility of fitting an A R I M A  (autoregressive 
integrated moving average) model to the (Box-Cox) power transformed time series. In­
terest in such models was stimulated by a case study by Chatfield and Prothero (1973) 
followed by a discussion by Box and Jenkins (197.3). Granger and Newbold (1976) 
showed that the autocorrelation structure of the transformed series g{yt;\) (or its dif­
ferences) is not independent of A. So "if the sample autocorrelations of the raw data and 
its differences are employed in the usual way to suggest a specific ARIMA model, the 
chosen model may not be adequate to describe the linear properties of g{yt: X) for an 
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appropriate A.~ iN'elson and Granger (1979). with the help of an example, showed the 
potential practical importance of this point. 
Hopwood, McKeown and Newbold (1984) developed a heuristic method to find an 
initial estimator of A. ajid to find a tentative ARIMA model on the basis of the series 
transformed with the initial estimator of A. Then maximum likelihood estimation is 
used to find the majcimum likelihood estimator of A. Finally, the authors examined the 
autocorrelation and the partial autocorrelation structures of the two transformed series, 
one corresponding to the initial estimator and the other corresponding to the maximum 
l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r  o f  A  ( g e n e r a l l y  t h e y  a g r e e  w e l l ) ,  t o  d e c i d e  o n  t h e  p r o p e r  A R I M A  
representation. Hopwood. McKeown and Newbold (1981) also studied several wage 
series. 
Nazmi and Leuthold (1988) developed a heuristic grid search method using the 
Schwarz Bayesian Information Criteria to find estimates of A and ARM A parameters 
simultaneously. They applied their method to an example of State Tax Receipts. 
Pankratz and Dudley (1987) derived the relative bias in original metric forecasts 
constructed with the simple inverse of the instantaneous Bo.x-Co.x power transformation, 
when the minimum mean squared error (conditional mean) forecast is optimal. The 
relative bias is 
M  
where 
iV/= £:(>;+,!/„), 
m = naive forecast of Yn+h 
= r~M^(^(yn+/i;A)|/„)), 
T~^ is the inverse Box-Cox power transformation, and /„ is the information set used to 
forecast the transformed series. It was shown that the bias varies a lot due to the char­
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acteristics of the data. An expression for M  was derived. In this paper the assumption 
of normality is crucial in the derivations. 
1,3.6 Akaike Information Criteria for Selection of an Appropriate Model 
The Akaike Information Criteria { A I C )  estimates the expected Kullback-Leibler dis­
tance between the operating model and a fitted model and is 
—2\og[maximum likelihood) + 2{number of parameters). 
When one needs to select a model from several alternatives A I C  serves as a good criteria. 
Linhart (1988) derived the following test to decide whether two AIC's differ significantly. 
Let two candidate families of models be, Ggj!), / = 1,2. The corresponding probability 
density functions are g^]]). The hypothesis to be tested is 
H o  :  A I C { 1 )  =  A I C { 2 ) .  
Under the null hypothesis Linhart derived that the statistic 
A I C i l ) - A I C { 2 )  ,  
\/Aii + A22 — 2Ai2 
iV(O.l). 
where the A.y's are estimated by their consistent estimators 
and 
Al" (»<•') = -Er, [logs';!,(1)1 = -if;log [4|!,(x.)l ,i = 1,2: 
U=l 
Fn is the empirical distribution function, n is the sample size, and Xi,... -Xn is the 
sample. 
The Linhart test has potential application in the time series analysis where one has 
to decide between two models, say an autoregressive process of order p in the original 
observations and an autoregressive process of order p in logarithms. One can compute 
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the corresponding A I C ' s  and then test whether the two A I C ' s  are significantly different. 
The idea can be extended to choose a model from a finite collection of models. 
The literature identifies some of the difficulties involved in using the Box-Cox trans­
formation for time series data. In our approache we will not transform the data. Instead 
we will transform the errors using a regression spline. In our approach we will use fixed 
knots, but in practice the number of knots and their positions can be supplied by the 
user. This makes the approach more flexible. 
1.3.7 Confidence Interval for Prediction 
Prediction of future observations is one of the most important issues in regression and 
time series analysis. Construction of a confidence interval for prediction (more commonly 
known as a prediction interval) is different from the construction of a confidence interval 
for the mean value of a series, in the sense that the confidence interval for prediction 
has an additional source of variability arising from the variance of a single observation. 
Hence the confidence interval for prediction is wider. 
Let = (A'l Xn) be the observed set of values in an experiment or series of 
trials. Let A', be iid with a distribution function F. Let X{\f) = (A'„+i A'„+jV/) be 
the unobserved set. We are interested in making inferences about The frequentist 
approach is to calculate the probability that the random vector X{\[) falls in a random 
region which depends on In other words, one tries to find a region /?q(A'^"') such 
that 
P[A'(,u)€/2a(A<"')!0] = l-a. 
If it is possible to form the random region in such a way that this probability does 
not depend on 6, then we can interpret it as follows. The degree of confidence assigned 
to the event that A'(jv/) will fall in the region i?o(A^"'), given that A"^"^ = has been 
observed, is 1 — a. Such a statement will be correct 100(1 — a)% times in repeated 
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sampling of and X^\f) for a fixed a. 
We may be interested in constructing a confidence interval for prediction for a func­
tion of X{M), say g (X(A/)) . Then we would like to find a scalar or vector vdued pivotal 
function, say 
the distribution of which does not depend on the parameter 6 and that can be inverted 
to obtain 
p[g(.¥,,„|)SiJ.(h(.Vl«l))j =1-Q. 
Example 1 (Univariate Gaussian Distribution with Unknown Mean and Known 
Variance): Let A'.'s be iid N{6.1). Let X = n~^ II"=i Xi. Then 
A ^ ~  A(O. l ) .  
vl + n 1 
We can find constants a < b such that for a given q. 
X + < A'„+i < A' + = $(6) — $(a) = 1 — Q. 
Here $(•) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal random variable. 
Of course there are infinitely many choices for (a. 6). But generally we use the interval 
that has equal tail probabilities. Hence the 100( 1 —a)% confidence interval for prediction 
of A'n+i is given by 
('A' + a^ .^A- + 6^ )^. 
V v" / 
This interval is random and for a given sample it is 
, x/n-M _ x/n+T^ X + a 7=—.X + b 7=— . V V" y/ri J 
where x is the sample mean calculated from the observed values of A'l,... . A'„. We note 
that this interval is different from the confidence interval for the mean of the A', series 
which is given by 
X + a < Xn+i < X + b. 
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1.3.7.1 Prediction for Autoregressive Processes 
Generally, in time series problems confidence intervals for predictions are constructed 
assuming the errors to be normally distributed. Let {?}}"_! be observations from the 
stationary autoregressive process of order p : 
=  A ^ j - i  +  H  J  =  2 , . . .  
where tj ~ (O.cr^), < oc and the roots of the characteristic equation 
p 
m'' —  ^ = 0 
j=i 
are less that one in absolute value. Then a predictor of the n + 1-th observation, given 
observations V'l, • • • . iji, is 
^n+l ~ ^1 ^"71 "i" • • • "i" n — p  
where /3 is the least squares estimator of 0. The mean squared prediction error is 
£{>;+ , -v ;+ ip  =  E H 0  -  0 ) Y ^  -
=  +  E { 0  -  -  0 ) }  
= O^ARTR E{{0 -  W;+.}  
n 
where 
^n+l — (^n- ^  n—1. ' " " i" n—p+1 )-
This is estimated by 5^ (1 + n~^p), where is the mean square error. So the confidence 
interval for prediction of Ki+i is given by, 
^^n+l ^0.025:n—p ^ ^ r ^n+1 ~i" ^0.975;n—p ^ ^ ^ » 
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where fQ:„_p is the lOOo-th percentile of t distribution with n — p df. 
In the above construction, the assumption of normality is very crucial. As pointed 
out by Stine (1987) and Breidt et al. (1993), the basic Gaussian confidence interval for 
prediction has two major shortcomings. First, it requires the errors to be from normal 
distribution and second, even if the errors are normally distributed it is biased. Fuller 
and Hasza (1981) derived some properties of predictors for autoregressive time series. 
Based on these results Stine (1987) proposed a second order Taylor expansion and degrees 
of freedom correction for estimating the mean squared error that is unbiased. Stine s 
procedure produces accurate confidence intervals for prediction of stationary Gaussian 
autoregressive processes. Stine (1987) also suggested a bootstrap confidence interval for 
prediction, the coverage probability of which is invariant with respect to the sampling 
distribution and attains the nominal coverage asymptotically. For non-Gaussian data 
the bootstrap, although less efficient, has better coverage than the Taylor expansion 
method. 
Thombs and Schucany (1987) developed a methodology for constructing a bootstrap 
confidence interval for prediction for stationary .'VR(p) processes. Breidt et al (1993) 
constructed an improved bootstrap confidence interval for prediction for non-Gaussian 
stationary AR(p) processes by conditioning on the last p observations and then calibrat­
ing the interval to achieve the desired coverage probability. They used least absolute 
deviation (LAD) estimators instead of the traditional leaist squares estimators to deal 
with non-Gaussiein data. 
For the .A.R(1) process Datta (1996) showed that if the ratio of the resample size, 
m to the original sample size, n tends to zero as n goes to oc, then the distribution of 
the bootstrapped least squares estimator of /3 (suitably normaiized), conditionally on 
the original sample, converges weakly to a non-degenerate random variable for all values 
of /3. This paper and another by Datta and Sriram (1996), on the modified bootstrap 
for autoregression without stationarity. provide a basis for the construction of bootstrap 
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confidence intervals for prediction in the unit root caise. 
1.4 A Brief Overview of the Upcoming Chapters 
In chapter 2 we state some results from mathematics and probability that will be 
used later. We devote one section to the discussion of regression splines and one section 
to the discussion of linear combination of order statistics. 
In chapter 3 and chapter 4 we assume that the quajitiles of the error process have 
a polynomial/spline relationship with the corresponding normal scores. The underlying 
transformation, and hence, the error distribution is estimated by a distribution estima­
tion procedure bcised on the residual quantiles. In chapter 3 we use a finite number of 
quantiles of the residuals to estimate the spline function. The necessary asymptotics are 
developed by extending a result of Ghosh (1971). In chapter 4 we use all the residuals, 
e.xcept for a fixed proportion at either extreme. The asymptotic theory is developed 
using Stigler's (1974) L-statistic results. 
Given an estimator of the error distribution, a nonlinear maximum likelihood estima­
tion procedure is used to obtain improved estimators of the autoregressive parameters. 
The estimated distribution function is used to construct confidence intervals for predic­
tions. 
In chapter 5 we present Monte Carlo simulation results to demonstrate the perfor­
mance of the spline procedure developed in chapter 4. in samples of finite size. 
In chapter 6. we conclude with some directions for future research. 
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2 BACKGROUND RESULTS 
2.1 Some Results from Mathematics and Probability Theory 
In this section we state some mathematical results that will be used in the subsequent 
developments. The matrix in Lemma 2.1 is used when one fits a regression spline. It is 
the sum of squares and sum of products matrix in the regression fitting problem. 
Lemma 2.1 Let 
( 
A = 
1 ai • a' 0 0 • • • 0 
1 02 a\ ••• a2 0 0 • • - 0 
1 afc. al al 0 0 0 
1 afc,+i ••• (afcj+i-6i)' 0 ••• 0 
1 Qaj Qfcj (afcj-fti)' 0 ••• 0 
1 0^2+1 a|j+i ••• ^12+1 (0^2+1—61)' (ajk2+i—62)' ••• 0 
1  a f c j  Q f c a  • • •  0 ^ 3  ( a f c 3 - 6 i ) '  ( 0 ^ 3 - 6 2 ) '  • • •  0  
1  " f c r n + i  a L + :  • • •  a L + ,  ( ^ W .  - ^ 1 ) '  • • •  - ^m)' j 
Assume 
1, ^ di* ^ ~ 1,... * 1 • 
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2. ki — A:,_i > (? + 2. for all i. 
3. ak,+i < bi < Ofc.+i, /or all i. 
Then A has full column rank (i.e-, A has rank m + q + I). 
See Smith (1996). 
Theorem 2.1 (Holder's Inequality) Ifp.q 8 [l,oo] w i t h  p ~ ^  + = 1, then 
E \ X Y \  < 1 1 X  I i p i i  r  I I , .  
where 
\ \  X  \\r= { E \ X n K  f o r  r €  [ h o c )  a n d  \ \  X  I n f  { M  :  P i \ X \  >  M )  =  0 }  .  
Proof: See Durrett (1990, page 14). 
Corollary 2.4.1 (Cauchy-SchwaiE InequeJity) When p  =  q  =  2 .  
E \ X Y \  <  { E i X ^ ) } ^  { E { Y ^ ) } \  
Definition 2.1 We say A'„ is at most of order in probability Qn and write 
X n  = O p { g n )  
if for every e > 0, there exists a positive real number Mt such that 
P {\ X. \> M,gn} < e 
for all n. 
We say Xn is of smaller order in probability than and write 
X-n. — ^pign ) 
if 
plimn-,^g-^Xn = 0. 
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Lemma 2.2 L e t  { X n }  a n d  { Y n }  b e  t w o  s e q u e n c e s  o f  k - d i m e n s i o n a l  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s ,  
[f there exists a k-dimensional random variable Y and a fixed vector b such that Yn A- Y 
and Xn b. then 
(f)Xn + Yn A b + Y, 
(n)X;Yn A b'Y. 
Theorem 2.2 Let {Un} be a sequence of random variables satisfying E{Ui) = 0. Let 
1. Sn = i>i + i- On-
2 .  E { U n \ o - { U i , ,  U n - i ) )  = 0, for n = 2,3,... . where a-{Ui,.... Un-i) is the sigma 
algebra  generated  by  L ' l . . . .  . 6 7 , - 1 -
3. {6„} be a sequence of real numbers such that bi < 62 <••• : and bn —y oc. 
If 
Y.bZ-'E{Ul) < 00, 
fc=l 
then 
b-^Sr. ^ 0. 
Proof: See Feller (1991, vol 2, page 238). 
Theorem 2.3 Let {Ztn •' 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 1} denote a triangular array of random vari­
ables defined on the probability space and let !Ftn : 0 < t < n.n > 1 be any 
triangular array of sub-sigma algebras of T such that for each n and I < t < n. Zm is 
Ttn measurable and is contained in Ttn- For I < k < nA < j < n and n > 1, let 
k 
Skn == 
= EC 
t=l 
and sl^ = EV^^. 
Assume 
1. E{Ztn\^t-i.n} = 0 a.s. for 1 < f < n, 
9 c-2 1 7171*^ 1171 ^ 
3. lim„-+oo s~l E"=i E > r/s„„IJ^t-i,n}for all rj > 0. 
Then as n oo. 
Proof: See Fuller (1996, page 235). 
Theorem 2.4 Let Q be a convex, compact subset of k-dimensional Euclidean space, and 
{Qn(^) •- n = 1.2.... } 6e a sequence of random functions. Assume: 
( i )  F o r  e a c h  6 i  E 0, 
plirUn^oa [Qn(^l) " Q(^l)] = 0 
for some Qi0)-
( i i )  T h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  p o s i t i v e  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  { Z . n }  o . T ^ d  a n  L  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  
6i and 02 G 0, 
( a )  \ Q n i e x ) - Q n { e 2 ) \ < L n \ e , - e 2 i  
( b )  \ Q { e i ) - Q { e 2 ) \ < L \ e , - d 2 l  
( c )  L n  =  0 ^ ( 1 )  a n d  L  =  O p { l ) .  
Then 
plimn^oo [Qn{&) - Q {0)\ = 0 
uniformly in 9 E Q-
Proof: See Fuller (1996, page 255). 
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Definition 2.2 L e t  { Q , ^ , P )  b e  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  s p a c e .  A  m e a s u r a b l e  m a p  o  :  — >  Q .  i s  
said to be "^measure preserving"^ if A) = P{A) for all A £ T. 
Definition 2.3 A set A £ ^ is said to be "invariant" if (!)~^ A = A. (Two sets art 
considered to be equal if their symmetric difference has probability 0, where the symmetric 
difference of two sets Si and S2 is defined as the set (^i fl 5|) U (5i fl and 5f is the 
c o m p l e m e n t  o f  t h e  s e t  S i . )  
Definition 2.4 A measure-preserving transformation 0 on {fl.!F,P) is said to be "er-
godic" ifX. the corresponding class of invariant events is trivial: that is, for every A € I. 
P( .4)€{0 ,1} .  
Lemma 2.3 I f  X q . X i .  . . .  i s  a n  e r g o d i c  s t r i c t l y  s t a t i o n a r y  s e q u e n c e  a n d  g  :  
R is measurable, then Y'k = g{Xk, • - •) is ergodic. 
Remark: The result can be generalized to functions g : R^^  ^ —)• i? of a two-sided 
stationary sequence X„, n € Z. 
Proof: See Durrett (1991, page •295). 
Theorem 2.5 Suppose Xn. n ^  Z. is an ergodic strictly stationary sequence with E{Xn) = 
0 and 
Yi II < 00, 
n>l 
where 
Tr  ^ = aiXk.k< m) and || Zjl^  = EiZ'^ f!''. 
Let 
S n  —  X i  + • • • + X j i .  
and 
5(„) - < 
S k  i f u  =  k ,  k  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r  
linear on [k.k + 1] for k < u < k + I. 
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Then for any t. 
where 
=  E { X q )  + 2^ E ( X o X n } ,  B { t )  i s  t h e  B r o v m i a n  m o t i o n ,  
n>l 
and the series S^nt) converges absolutely. 
Proof: See Durrett (1991, page 375-377). 
Example Infinite Moving .Average Process (Durrett. 1991. page 379): Suppose 
Xm = Yh where ^ 4 < oc 
yfc>0 k>0 
and the e,: i € Z, are iid with £(e,) = 0 and £"(6^) = 1. If !F-ti = (T{em',m < —n), then 
II E { X o  i :f_„) 1I3 =11 £ c,6_,|l, = (x: 4) • 
fc>n } 
If for example, cjt = (1 + /:)"''. || E  { X q  | J^-n) II2 ~ and Theorem 2.5 applies if 
p  >  3 / 2 .  
Definition 2.5 A sequence {rfrn} of nonnegative real numbers is said to be of size —s if 
d m  =  O ( m ^ ) ,  f o r  s o m e  9  <  — s .  
Definition 2.6 Let {X„t : n = 1,2 ;t = 1.2 } be a doubly indexed sequence of 
real-valued random variables in L2 (^,>1, P), where {Q,A, P) is the underlying probabil­
ity space. Let be an increasing sequence of sub a-algebras. Then is a 
mixingale if for sequences of nonnegative constants {c„:} and {<im} with lim^-foo = 0 
we have for all t > I, n > 1, and m > 0, 
1. iifj (.Y„, I 1I3 < 
2. ||A'„, - E (x„, I JFlt") llj < 
Definition 2.7 is the definition of mixingales for a singly indexed sequence of random 
variables and can be obtained as a special Ccise of the Definition 2.6. 
Definition 2.7 Let be a sequence of real-valued random variables in L2 (0.-4.. P) 
where P) is the underlying probability space. Let !Ft.^ be an increasing sequence of 
sub a-algebras. Then ^ ° mixingale if for sequences of nonnegative constants 
{ c t }  a n d  {</m} with lim,„_,,oo dm = 0 we have for all t > 1 and m > 0, 
1.||£ {X, I JP-i") II, < 
2.||X, - E {X, III, < 
Remark (Gallant. 1987, page 507): If Xnt is a function of the past only. A'„t will be 
Jl^-mecisurable. This being the case, condition 2 in definition 2.6 is satisfied trivially. 
Similarly if Xt is a function of the past only, condition 2 in definition 2.7 is satisfied 
triviaJly. 
Theorem 2.6 (Gallant, 1987, page 515) Let {Xt,!Fto,^ be a mixingale with dm of size 
2-
<?t < 00 then S"_i Xt converges almost surely. 
t~'^ (^  < 00 then lim„_+oo Iir=i =0 almost surely. 
2.2 Order Statistics And the L-Estimator 
Let A'i,X2,... ,-Yn be an iid sample from the distribution function F. Let A',:„ 
denote the i-th observation after the observations are arranged in increasing order of 
magnitude. Then -Y,:„ is known as the f-th order statistic. 
Definition 2.8 For any sequence of constants Ci„,C2n,..- ,c„n € 7^, 
Tn CtnX,:n 
1=1 
is called an L-Estimator. 
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Example (a-trimmed mezm): Let 0 < a < 0.5. Let X,.„ be the z-th order statistic beised 
on a sample of size n. Let 
[n—no] 
«=[no)+l 
where for a resd number [z] denotes the lajgest integer not exceeding 2. Then Tn,a is 
an example of an L-Estimator. 
Lemma 2.4 Let {^n} and be two sequences of random variables such that 
Proof: See David (1971, page 255). 
Theorem 2.7 Bahadur Representation for Quantiles: Let X, {i = 1,2 ,n) be 
a random sample from a continuous distribution with probability density function p{x). 
Let 0 < p((fA,) <oo,j = 1,2,... ,k. Let rj = [rzAj] + 1. Then 
( b )  f o r  e v e r y  y  a n d  e v e r y  e > 0 
(f) Ji^ P{Vn < y and W.,^ > y + e} = 0 
(n) lim P{Vn > y + e and Wn < y} = 0 
Then 
K - H'; 4 0. 
where F„ is the empirical cdf ofXi,X2,..., A'„ evaluated at and nkRn[j) -4 0. 
as n 00. 
Proof: See David (1971, page 255). 
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Theorem 2.8 Let A',, z = 1.2 n be a random sample from a continuous distri­
b ution with pdf p{x). Let rj = [nAj] + 1. If 0 < p{^\,) < oc, j = 1.2,... .k. then the 
asymptotic distribution of n? {(,Vri;n — ) (AVfcm — <fAfc)} is k-dimensional normal 
with mean 0. and covariance matrix V. where the jj element ofV is 
A.(l-A^..) 
~ (c \ ic—\' 0 <3 ^ )P(6 ,) 
and 
^.\,is the population quantile corresponding toXr.m-
Proof: See David (1971. page 255). 
Theorem 2.9 Let A'l A 'n be iid on an interval (a .6) ,—oo ^ a < b < oc. ac­
cording to a distribution F for which 
E  {A',^ I < oo 
and which possesses a density f with 
0 < f i x )  f o r  a  <  X  <  b .  
L e t  
n ^ \n + 1/ 
where J(-) is a bounded function defined on (0.1) which is continuous a.e. (w.r.t. 
L e b e s q u e  m e a s u r e )  a n d  s a t i s f i e s  J q  J  { t ) d t  =  I .  
Let 
p . { F , \ ) =  [  J { u ) F ~ ^ { u ) d u  
Jo 
and 
a - { F , X ) =  i t )  d t - ( ^ j \ A { t ) d t y ,  
where .4 is any function with derivative 
A ' { t )  =  — —  
Then the distribution of 
y / n [ L n  -  f l j F . X ) ]  
o-(F.A) 
tends to iSf (0.1) as n oo. provided (F. A) > 0. 
Proof; Stigler (1974). 
2.3 Univariate Regression Splines 
Regression splines or least squares splines can be used as part of a semiparametric 
approach to density estimation. In this section we briefly discuss univariate regression 
s p l i n e s .  T o  b e g i n ,  c o n s i d e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  b a s i c  m o d e l  w h e r e  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  { t , . y i )  
satisfy 
yi = + r]i- 2 = 1.2 .n. (2.1) 
with Tji representing zero mean, uncorrelated random errors having common variance cr'^. 
and iJ.{ti) is the mean expressed as a function of f,. We assume that E 
where is the {q + l)th oder Sobolev space defined as 
W'2'"''^[a.6] = •[//(•) : //^•'^(•)is absolutely continuous, j = 0.... .q: € L2[a.b\^. 
where ^ ^•''(•) denotes the j  th derivative of //(•), and a function h { ' )  is said to be in L2[o..b\ 
if h is square-integrable over the interval [a. 6]. Then equation (2.1) can be rewritten as 
?+i 
Vi - + Rem(f,) + T]i. / = 1,2 n. (2.2) j=i 
where 
Rem(f) = [q[]-^ - xh)ldi\ 
Ja 
I  0  i f r < 0 .  
If Rem(^,)./ = 1 ,n, are of uniformly small magnitude, then polynomial regres­
sion provides a reasonable method of approximating the function. Otherwise polynomial 
regression is not satisfactory. An alternative is to use regression splines where the idea is 
to utilize the information about Rem(i) in the data to protect against the possible inad­
equacies of a polynomial model. This is done by approximating the integral representing 
Rem(f) by a sum of the form 
(2.3) 
>=1 
for some set of coefficients S j , j  = 1 m  and points a  <  u ' l  < • • •  <  i t m  <  b .  The 
t'j's are called the knots or the join points. The m knots partition the domain of the 
piecewise polynomial into m I regions. Using (2.3) the function /z(f) in the equation 
(2.1) is approximated by the function 
7+1 m 
(2.4) 
J = l  J = 1  
The expression in (2.4) is called a spline of order 9.The columns of the matrix 
X  =  [ l  t  . . .  t '  ( t - ^ i ) ;  . . .  ( t - ( ! , • „ . ) ; ]  ( 2 . 0 )  
form a set of basis vectors for the regression spline. Given the knots, an estimator of 
the parameters 1; and 5i, i = 1 m can be obtained by the method 
of least squares. 
2.3.1 Knot Selection in Regression Splines 
One important issue related to the fitting of regression splines is the choice of knots. 
One needs to decide both the number of knots and their locations. If one uses too 
many knots the fitted spline will have high local variance. On the other hand if too few-
knots are used or if the knots are not properly placed, many local characteristics of the 
underlying curve will be missing. One needs to make some compromise between these 
two properties. 
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There are many ways to select knots. We mention three of them here. 
1. Visual Inspection. 
2. Bayesian Method: Friedman ajid Silverman (1989): Smith (1996). 
Software available at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/S/br. 
3. C-SIDE procedure: Software developed at Iowa State University (See Dodd. 1996). 
We briefly describe these methods. 
1. Visual Inspection: One way to select the knots is by visual inspection. One should 
put more knots in the regions where the curve has more irregularities and fewer in the 
relatively smoother regions. Generally knots axe placed at the points of inflexion (where 
the curve changes from convex to concave or vice versa). It requires some experience to 
select the knots appropriately. 
tial knots and select a significant subset from that collection. This problem has been 
discussed in detail in Friedman and Silverman (1989). and Smith (1996). 
Suppose we have n data points and are fitting a spline of degree q. Then the maximum 
number of possible knots is r = [n/(<7 + 1)], where [z] denotes the integer part of r. 
We need at least <7 + 1 data points between any two knots for the matrix X'X to be 
nonsingular. where X is defined in (2.5). Let us associate a random variable 7, with the 
ith. potential knot, where 
Bayesian Method: One procedure is to start with a large number of poten-
li = 
0 
1 
if the knot i is not included in the model, 
if the knot i is included in the model. 
•A^lso let 7 = [71,. . .  ,7r] ' .  Given 7, we assume that the corresponding vector of spline 
parameters has the prior distribution 
0 y  ^  N i O o . D n - ^ V y )  
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where D is a constant. We can make the prior diffuse by taking a large value of D. We 
eissign a prior to the 7,'s. such as 
Under this prior each model 7 has prior probability 2"'". Then the posterior probability 
mass function of -y given e = (ci. 62,... . e„) can be calculated as. 
where p(e|7) is the likelihood function. 
We choose the posterior mode of 7 to select the knots of the spline. For small values 
of r the posterior mode can be found by direct enumeration. However if the number of 
potential knots is large we need to use techniques such zis Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(e.g.. Gibbs Sampling) to generate the posterior distribution p(7|e). 
3. C-SIDE procedure: Suppose the data are in the form Here t 
is the explanatory variable and y is the dependent variable. For example. might 
be the /-th order statistic of the variable of interest and ti-n might be the /-th Blom 
(1958) score, where the z-th Blom score is defined as the normal quantile. Let 
r = [rA'], where [z] is the largest integer less than or equal to r and r is a pre-specified 
proportion of observations to be placed in each of the end regions. Typically r is chosen 
to make r = 2. Let M = n — r + 1. Then the knots are defined by 
^ (^A/—l:n 4" ^A/:n) 
= 'I'i + (m-l)-^(j-l)(^'„-^i):i = 2,... ,m-l. 
Thus if i,:„'s are Blom scores, the knots are equally spaced in the normal scale. For 
details see Dodd (1996). 
P(7.-=0) = P(7. = 1) = 2-^ 
/ p i ^ h ) p i 0 ^ h ) p { - f ) d e ' f  
since p { - f )  
constant x 
constant x 
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The C-SIDE procedure uses a basis that is slightly different from the regression spline 
bcisis given by equation (2.5). The C-SIDE version of the cubic spline is: 
h ( x .  9 )  =  <  
if I < 
if < a: < ^2 
if *52 < ^*3 
if <!>k-2 < ^k-i 
if < x  < ^ r  
O q  O i x  
e o  +  9 i x  +  e 2 { x  -
9 Q  + d i x  + d 2 { x  — 4'i)^ + — ^2)^ 
9 o  +  9 i x  +  i : > ; - ^ e j { x - ^ j - i f  
9 o  +  9 x x  +  [ ( ^  -
9 o  +  9 i x  +  9 ^  [ ( i  -
The C-SIDE cubic spline has the following characteristics: 
1. h is a. piecevvise function defined over m -f- I regions. 
2. h is linear over the first and the last regions, cubic over the m — I interior regions. 
3. h is continuous and h has continuous first and second derivatives. 
(2 .6)  
2.3.2 Fitting a Monotone Function 
In fitting a distribution function, the fitted function should be nondecreasing. The 
ordinary regression spline does not guarantee monotonicity. In practice the problem of 
a non-monotone function is rare, but the problem cannot be ignored. In our empirical 
work, we start with a small number of knots and check for a negative derivative. If a 
negative derivative is identified, the number of knots is increased by one and the knots 
are redistributed in such a way that they are equispaced in the normal probability scale. 
The derivatives are checked again. If still a negative derivative is detected we increase 
the number of knots until one of the following two conditions is satisfied. 
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1. The fitted function is monotone. 
2. Number of knots is 30. 
2.4 The Stationary Autoregressive Process 
2.4.1 Alternative Representations of Autoregressive Process 
The sequence {A't} is an autoregressive process of order p .  denoted by A R { p ) .  if 
? = ... .-2.-1.0.1.2.... (2.7) 
t=0 
where qq = 0. Op ^ 0. et ~ F(-). and F(-) is a zero mean, finite variance, distribution 
function. .A.Itematively. one can write 
i=l 
with 3p 7^ 0. where Ct ~ F(-). and F(-) is a zero mean, finite variance, distribution 
function. 
Theorem 2.10 Let {A't} be a time series defined on the integers with FfA't}" < I\ for 
all t. Suppose {A't} satisfies 
p  
X t  + 52 = c t :  ^  =  . . .  .  -2 .  -1 .0 .1 .2 . . . .  
t=i 
where tt ~ (0.<r^). Let mi,m2 nip be the roots of 
p  
+ QimP" = 0. m 
t=i 
and assume | m, |< l;j = 1.2 ,p. Then Xt is covariance stationary. Furthermore. 
Xt is given as a limit in mean square by 
CC 
Xt = Y^Wi€t-„ (2.S) 
:=0 
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where { unique solution of the homogeneous difference equation 
W i  +  a i W i - i  A  h  O p W i ^ p  =  0 :  i  =  p , p  + I  
subject to the boundary conditions Wq = I and 
i 
+ X! J = 1.2 p - 1. 
1=1 
The limit (2.8) is also an almost sure limit. 
Proof: See Fuller (1996, page 59). 
Definition 2.9 For a stationary time series the autocovariance function at lag h is 
defined as the covariance between Xt and Xt+h o.nd is denoted by 
7A-(/i) = C0V'(A',.A',+,). 
2.4.2 The Empirical Distribution Based on the Residuals of a Stationary 
Autoregressive Process 
Let {yj} be observations from a stationary AR(p) process: 
Yj = diVj-i + • • - + 3p\j-p + Cjr. J = p + l.p + 2 (2.9) 
where tj ~ F(-) and F(-) is a zero meaji. finite variance, unknown distribution function. 
Let = (/3inr •. • ,/3pn)' be the least squares estimator of ^ = (/?i,... ,'3p)' based on a 
sample of size n. The residuals are 
Cj =  •  P p n ^ j - p  —  C j ~ ( / 5 l n  j - l ~ '  '  ' ~ { 0 p n ~ 3 p ) Y j - p ,  j  = p+1.2. . . . 
Let 
1, if Cfc < X 
4,<(x) = 
0, otherwise 
The empirical distribution function of the errors is 
f;(x) = — (2.10) 
and the empirical distribution function based on the residuals is 
F„(x) = -i— I,,Jx + i3in-/3i)yU+---+{^n-3p)yj-p). (2.11) 
"-Pj=p+1 ^ ^ 
where we have used the fact that the event 
i e j < x )  =  ( c j  -  -  i 3 p ) Y j . p  <  x )  .  
— ^ ^  + (4ln — l3l)yj-l + • • • + (jpn — ^p)^j-p) • 
We investigate how well F„(-) approximates F ( - ) .  The following theorem, due to Boldin 
(1982) is central to our aaaJysis. 
Theorem 2.11 Assume that {V^} is a stationary AR(p) process given by equation (2.9). 
.Assume sup_p|F"(x)| < oc. Then 
sup^ y / n \ F n { x )  -  F„(t)| 0. 
where Fn{x) and F„(x) are defined in equations (2.10) and (2.11) respectively, and F"(-) 
denotes the second derivative of the error distribution function. 
Proof: Boldin (1982). 
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3 ESTIMATION OF THE ERROR DISTRIBUTION USING 
A FINITE NUMBER OF SAMPLE QUANTILES OF THE 
RESIDUALS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we derive, under certain assumptions, the asymptotic distribution of 
k (fixed) quantiies of the residual process from the least squares fit of an autoregressive 
process. Then vve use the sample quantiies to estimate the error distribution of the 
autoregressive process. This chapter serves as a step to the next chapter where a more 
general procedure for error distribution estimation will be developed. The estimated 
distribution can be used to construct a confidence interval for prediction. 
3.2 Asymptotic Distribution of k Fixed Sample Quantiies of 
the Residual Process 
The limiting properties of sajnple quantiies from an iid sample are given in Theorem 
2.8. The residuals from aji autoregressive process are not iid because of the fitting er­
ror. In what follows we generalize Theorem 2.S to the residuals from an autoregressive 
process. We use Theorem 2.11 to obtain a representation similar to the Bahadur rep­
resentation of Theorem 2.7 for the residuals, and then use that representation to get a 
result like Theorem 2.S. 
I 
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Theorem 3.1 Let {V}} be a stationary AR(p) process satisfying 
^'j = + 0p^]-p + 7 = P + P + 2 (3.1) 
where ej ~ F() and F{) is a zero mean, finite variance, unknown distribution function 
with probability density function (pdf) /(•)• Assume sup^-IF (x)| < oc. where F (ar) 
denotes the second order derivative of F with respect to x. Let the residuals from an 
autoregressive fit be 
= e, - (/3i - /?i) y;_i (4 - (3.2) 
where 
3-/3 = Op(n-?). 
Let 0 < di < f{^\j) < oo, Let rj = [nAj] + 1. Then 
Fn - A, 
er,:n = f^tV^ 
where er^m is the rj-th order statistic. is the Xj-th population quantile of Ct. (i^ AJ)  
i s  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  c d f  b a s e d  o n  C p + i .  e p + 2 ,  -  •  •  •  e „ .  e v a l u a t e d  a t  a n d  n 2  R „ { j )  - A -  0 .  a s  
n oc. 
Proof: Define the normalized difference between the order statistic of the residuals 
and the quantiles of the true errors by 
V; = 712 (er,:n - l \ j )  •  
.A.lso define 
= „i (A, - F„ {(,,)) [/(6,)]'' 
In this theorem we will combine Theorem 2.11 (Boldin, 1982) and the proof of Bahadur 
representation of quantiles to prove (3.3). We will show that the difference 
converges to zero, in probability. That will prove the result (refer to (3.3)). V\e use the 
symbol to denote ' i f  euid only if . '  Now. for  an arbi trairy real  number y.  
[Vn < y] [er,:n < 6, + !/""'] 
<=» [nF„ + yn~^) > Tj] 
^ [^n ^ i/n] T 
where 
Z n  =  n ^ [ F  +  i / n~ ? )  -  F n  ( ^ a ,  +  y n ~ ^ ) ]  ) ]  
and 
yn = n^ [ F  + yn"?) - [/(^a,)] ^ • 
Now 
j/„ = n? [f(^aJ+yn~^ {/(^aJ+ 0(1)} - n-Vj] [/(^aJ] ^y- as noc. 
Let J] > 0 be arbitrary. Then 
P ( | Z „  -  W „ j > T f )  
< P + !>"'') ~ (f-*. + f""') - I > I 
( / i j ^  7  
~ (f-v + !/n-') I > j) 
< P sup |F„(x) - F„(x)| > )^ 
<  P  sup |F„(x) - F„(x)| > j d i ^  
—>•0 cis n —> oc. 
and 
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by Theorem 2.11. 
Because is bounded by di^. 
I 
David (1971, page 256) has shown that 
P (^-^7 + y"~^) - P'n {t\j + yn~^) - Aj + F„(Aj)) I > 0 as n -> oc. 
Hence, 
z„ - pv; A 0. 
Therefore, for every given q' > 0. 
lim P{Vn < y. Wj, > t/ + t?'} = lim P{Z„ < «/„. > f/ + /?'} 71—•oc n~>oo 
= 0. 
This establishes part (b), (i) of Lemma 2.4. The proof of part (b). (ii) of Lemma 2.4 is 
similar. It follows that 
v ; - w ;  =  n ? / 2 „ ( i )  A o .  •  
In the following theorem we derive the joint asymptotic distribution of a finite number 
of sample quantiles (properly normalized) of the residuals. 
Theorem 3.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. the asymptotic distribution of 
{(crpn — <^Ai) T • • •, (Crfcrn ~ ^ Afc)} is k—dimensional normal with mean 0 and covari-
a n c e  m a t r i x  Y ,  w h e r e  t h e  { j , r ) - t h  e l e m e n t  o f \  i s  
_ Aj(l - Ap) 
" /(6,)/(?.v) 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.1, the asymptotic joint distribution of 
{(firiin )••••? (^r/t:n ?Afc)} 
is the same as that of 
i/'AiX k - F n { ^ x , ) \  
"H /(^j /(exj J 
Let 
Zn = { Z i n i  •  •  •  -  Z k n )  
I (ini§hhJ}Akll 
" V /(^A.)  / (6J 
Given any r j  >  0 ,  
p U z i +  - -  +  z i , > n )  <  E P { \ z j j > < , )  
^ '  j=l 
< k sup p [\zj„\ > n) 
—> 0. as n oo. 
by Theorem 2.11. It follows that A 0. 
Bv Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.S. 
^4.^Y(o.V). 
V / (6.)  / (6J J ^ '  
The conclusion follows because 
i Ai-FnCa.) Afc-F„(evjy • \ k - F ^ ( t x , ) \ '  ,  
V /(ex.)  / (?aJ J  \  / (aJ /(?AJ j  "  
3.3 Estimation of the Error Distribution 
We assume that the errors can be transformed to normality by a transformation 
That is, there is a ^() such that 
g i c t - . e ) ' ^  N i O A ) .  
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The function g{tuO) defines the functional relationship between the cumulative distri­
bution function of e and the cxmiulative distribution function of the normal random 
variable. Therefore, we reqmre g{) to be monotone. We zissume the functional relation­
ship 
e(u) = A (Cui I 0 < u < 1. 
where /i is a spline, 0 is the vector of spline parameters: e (u) is the u-th quantile of the 
true error distribution, and (,"« is the u-th quantile of the standard normal distribution. 
Note that 
We use the method of least squares to estimate the functional relationship h in 
our applications. 
In Theorem 3.3 we show that the properly normalized regression estimator of 6. 
calculated using a fixed number of residual quantiles. has a normal distribution in the 
limit. 
Theorem 3.3 Let {V}} be a stationary AR(p) process: 
= AVj-i • • • + dp\j-p + Cj. ^" = p + l.p + 2 (3.4) 
where cj ~ F{) and F{) is a zero mean, finite variance, unknown distribution function. 
Let the residuals from an autoregressive fit be 
1=1 
where $ = {0i.... ,$p)' is the least squares estimator of P = (/3i,... or an esti­
mator such that 
where is the true parameter vector. 
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Assume that the true error quantiles can be expressed as a q degree spline in the 
corresponding standard normal quantiles. That is. 
= X0°, 
where 9° = 9°. - •• . is the vector of true spline parameters, 
is the vector of (Ai,A2,-- - , Xk) quantiles of the true error 
distribution. X is the matrix of basis vectors for the spline functions. 
x = [ l .  ( C - ^ 2 ) ? ' ' ^  .  
where the '5 are the join points of the spline. 1 is a k dimensional column vector of 
ones. 
« -  = ((C>, -  1}'  (Ca. -") ' ) '  •• J = 1.... .9. 
= max{0.;}. 
and Caj is the X j -th quantile of the standard normal distribution. 
Let Bji k be the least squares estimator of the spline parameter vector 6. using k fixed 
quantiles from a sample of size n, 
K.k = (x'x)"'x'H, 
where 
H — (Cri:n> • • • • 
is the vector of the sample quantiles of residuals. 
Then n^ (9n,k — 9° J is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and Covari-
a n c e  m a t r i x  w h e r e  6 ^  i s  t h e  t r u e  v a l u e  o f Q ,  
V- = (X'X)"'X'VX(X'X)~\ 
and V is defined in Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof: By assumption. 
n j {Kk - 0°) = 71^(X'X)~'X' (H -
By Theorem 3.2, 
(3.5) n^(x'x)~'x' iV(O.V"), 
where V = (X'X)~'X'VX(X'X)'' 
• 
• 
In practice different spline representations might be used for the quantiles 
used in C-SIDE is 
x = [i, c'', (c-^i)!"' + 71.1 (C-tp- \{fc,3} t ^ //*• iTf 
-1 + /2,1 Is — + 
-2 (C - <tp-l)J.'-" + 72,p-2 (C -
where 'Pi 's are the join points of the spline. 
((Cv. • •(u. 
= mcLx{0, s}. 
7iJ = 
^p-i -72.J = 
^p-i-'tp" 
One can get a result similar to Theorem 3.3 with this basis matrix. 
Given an n? consistent estimator of 13. the eisymptotic distribution of dn.k can be 
derived. This is equivalent to estimating the transformation g that converts the errors to 
normality. We can treat the estimated distribution as the true one and use the method 
of maximum likelihood to obtain an improved estimator of This idea will be developed 
further in Chapter 4. 
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4 ESTIMATION OF THE ERROR DISTRIBUTION FOR 
PREDICTION CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
CONSTRUCTION USING ALL OBSERVATIONS 
BETWEEN TWO FIXED RESIDUAL QUANTILES 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we develop a methodology to estimate the error distribution of an 
autoregressive process and then use the estimated error distribution to estimate the 
autoregressive parameters. In estimating the underlying error distribution, we eissume 
the e.xistence of a spline relationship between the quantiles of the errors and the quantiles 
of the standard normal distribution. For some fi.xed A. we eliminate the lowest 100A% 
and the highest 100A% of the residuals and use the rest for the purpose of estimating 
the spline relationship. The middle order statistics have asymptotic normal distributions 
but the extreme ones do not. The estimators of the spline parcimeters. constructed as 
a linear combination of the order statistics of the residuals, may not be normal if the 
extreme residuals are included in the analysis, because the extreme order statistics do 
not have limiting normal distributions (if the extreme order statistics have any limiting 
distributions that will be extreme value distribution). In practice, we choose A to be an 
arbitrarily small (but fixed) quantity and use almost all of the data. 
4.2 Estimation of the Error Distribution 
Consider the stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
V t  =  +  0 2 ^ t - 2  +  •  •  •  +  3 p \ t - p  +  ( - 1 - 1 )  
where e, F. and F(-) is a zero mean, finite variance (imknown) distribution function 
and 3p ^ 0. We assume that the errors are transformed to normal by a transformation 
g. Thus 
N { Q A ) .  (4.2) 
In our application the inverse of is a monotone spline function of degree at least three. 
In Chapter 3 we used a finite number of sample quantiles of the residuals to estimate 
the underlying true error distribution. Now, we extend the estimation procedure to 
include all residuals between the A-th and the 1 — A-th quantiles. We use a regression 
spline as the regression function and regress the sample quantiles of the residuals on the 
corresponding standard normal quantiles. 
We assume the functional relationship < 1- where h is a. 
spline of degree at least three: 9 is the vector of spline parameters: is the u-th 
quantile of the true error distribution, and Cu is the u-th quantile of the standard normal 
distribution. We use the method of least squares to estimate the functional relationship. 
N'ote that g{x.9) = h~^{x.9). We also assume > mi > 0. In Theorem 4.1 we 
show that the regression estimator of 9, properly normalized, has an asymptotic normal 
distribution. For a random variable U. we use the notation E{U : A < U < B} to refer 
the integral 
f B  
u f u ( u ) d u .  
where / ir(-) is the probability density function of U. 
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Theorem 4.1 Let {Vj} be a first order stationary autoregressive process satisfying (4-1}• 
Let /( be the probability density function corresponding to the error distribution function 
F. Let mi.m2. rUp be the roots of 
=0. 
t=i 
and assume | m, |< 1:2 = L2 , p .  A s s u m e :  
B.l The probability density function of the errors satisfies 
f c { x ) > d i  f o r  a l l  x € [F~^(A), F~^(l — A)] , 0 < A < 1. 
B.2 sup_r |F"(x)| < oc. where F"{-) is the second derivative of F(-). 
Assume that the errors are transformed to normal by a transformation g. where the 
inverse of g. say h. is a spline function. Also assume that h is monotone increasing 
and has at least two continuous derivatives. Let the true value of the vector of spline 
parameters be 0°. The least squares estimator of the vector of spline parameters is. 
= (X'X)"'X'H. (4.3) 
where 
0n ~ • • • • ^m+g.n^ • 
q is the degree of the spline and .m is the number of knots. 
H = (c[.\n]+l:n • e[An]+2:n ^n—[.\nJ:Ti) • 
X = [i c' c"' r 
j + [An] 
J  > 1 .  
n 
r  
= 1' 
afAnj.n J 1. 
II a
 1 ")[ • - ('»»n-2(AnI.n ~ + / 
Then 
-1^  jV(O.V-). 
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where n is the sample size. V" = T ^VT T = {{tij))-
{ l - 2 X ) t i j  =  {  
: |Z| < |$-'(A)|}; for ij=l 9 + 1 
E { Z ' - '  ( Z  -  < Z < ^ - ' { 1 -  A)} : 
for J = 1 , q + l : j  =  q  +  2  m + 9 + 1. 
E { { Z  -  <  Z  
for i = q + 2 m + q+hj = q + 2 m + q+ I. 
Z is a Normal(O.l) random variable. 
'  / [ / 7# fe i ' - / ( /  
A -A A \A 
c(u) 
I 
J c ( u )  
/(F-M")) 
1 / 3  
du ds 
-du 
- I f  c { u )  L ,  f i F - ^ u ) ) - -  7  f { F - ^ i u ) )  du 1 ds d t .  
and 
c ( u )  =  <  
(1. (u), [$-1 { u f  [$-1 i u ) ] "  .  i u ) -  t'li; . . . .  
[ u )  -  •  f o r  X  <  u  <  I  -  X  
0. otherwise. 
Proof: The proof contains the following steps: 
(i) Show that (n — 2 [An])~^ (X'X) hcis a limit as n —>• oc. 
(ii) For any vector £. express I'n'^^'^X.'H as an L-statistic and derive its limit­
ing distribution, using Theorem 2.11 to show that the function of residuals 
converges to the function of true errors. 
(iii) Combine results (i) and (»') to obtain the limiting normal distribution of 
^ {K - e"). 
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Proof of (i) Note that 
n-'(X'X) =n-^[Ai : Az] 
where 
Ai = 
n  —  2[An] 
n-[,\n] 
E U 
.•=[An]+l " 
n-[.\Ti] 
E a 
.•=[,\n]+l " 
7i-[.\n] 
E Ci 
i'=(An]+l n 
E ('ji- , E (ji {(,i , 
t=r.\n]+l ^ " ' +  .=[An]+l " ^ + 
n-[An] 
E CI 
t=[An]+l " 
71—[An] 
E cr' 
t=[An]+l " 
. . .  w  
E  ( ^ —  ^ ' m j  
i = [ . \ n j + l  "  "  
A2 = 
r  a - i i ' i  '  
i=[An]+l ^ " '  + 
n-[An] . J 
E U ( U - li'l ) 
.=[Anl+l " ^ " '• 
n—[An] . 
E (U -
,=[Anl+l ^ + 
n-[Anl ; 
E U ( U - m ) 
<=[An]+l " ^ " ^-
2<? 
+ 
n [An] , \ ? / \ 9 / 
E  ( u - e ' i  ,  . . .  E  ( u - ^  
:=[An]+l ^ " /-r V n /4. .=[An]+l ^ " 
Standard theory of calculus implies that each element of X'X divided by n  converges to 
a limit in the Riemann sense. Therefore, 
n  (X'X) —> T as n —> oc. (4.4) 
where T = ((f,j)), and 
(l-2A)f., 
l-A <1>-'(1-A) 
=  J  [ ^ $ ~ ^ ( u ) ]  ^  d u  =  J  { x )  
• -'(A) 
=  E  :  j Z j  <  1$-^ (A)|}: i.i = 1,..., 9 + 1. (4.5) 
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Z is a Xormal(0,l) random variable. 
l -A 
A 
J  x ' ~ ^  { x - x ( ; j -q-i) l d ^ i x )  
J x'~^ (r - (x) 
Vj-q-l 
E  { r - '  { Z  -  ^  ( 1  -  A ) }  :  
2 = 1.... = (? + 2 m + q+ I, (4.6) 
(1 - 2A) f.j = y [$ ^ (u) - [$ ^ (u) - Vu 
A 
max{v.-,_i .ifj-,-!} 
= J (X -
min{vi-q-i } 
=  E  { { Z  -  (Z - : min < Z  
< max{r,_,_i.cv-,_i}}; 
i = q + 2 , m + q + I: j = q -r 2 m + (7 + 1. (4.7) 
-Also X'X is nonsingular (by Lemma 2.1). since as n —>• 00. there will be infinitely many 
Ci values between any two join points and 9 + I numbers between two join points are 
n 
sufficient for the matrix to be nonsingular. 
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Proof of (ii) Note that 
_ r,-l/2 n 
n-[.\n] 
E e.:„ 
t=[,\n]+l 
n—[An] 
E uet.-n 
,=[.\nl+l " 
n-[Anl 
E Cle.:n 
t=[An]+l " 
n—[An] , ^ 
E (Ci ~ 
,=[An]+l ^ ^ + 
/ N g 
E (C— ^771 ) Ci;n 
L i^Anl+I ^ ^ + 
Consider the linear combination of order statistics of residuals where £' = 
{^1.^2 fg+1 ^q+m+i) is arbitrary. Then 
i-[An] 
E 
i=(An]+l 
+^q+2 Ci ~ ^'l]^ + ^q+l+m [Ci ~ ^''"]+) 
n
S'X'H = n 2 f^i + •!"••• + ^ ?+iCl 
r> 1 . t ^ " 
J n-[.\n] 
n~2 53] a. (^.C'-'0)e.:n (say) 
I = [A7I]+1 
^ n-[A7i] 
n~^ a i { i . C ' . i p ) e i .n 
i=[An]+l 
J n-[AnI 
+n''2 XI a> (AC".'0)(e.:n-e.:n) 
i=[An]+l 
(4.S) 
where e,:„ is the f-th quantile from an iid sample of size n from the true error distribution, 
and a, {£,^',7p) are the coefficients determined by £, the spline, and the join points. 
Now. 
n—[An] 
^ a, (£.C",V')(e,:n - e.:n) 
i=[An]+l 
n-[An] 
< n"' X a i i L C ' . t l j )  
i = [ . \ n ]  
X sup 
[An]+l<t<n—[An] 
(^i:n ^i:n) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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The supremum term. 
^^P[.\n]+l<i<7i—[An] 
< sup 
[An]+l<t<n—[An] 
I 
n? 
= sup n 2 
[An]+l<i<n—[An] 
< 2 sup 
[An]+1 <i<n—[An] 
— 0 sup 
[An]+l<:<n—[An] 
0)4)1 
X sup F~^ (x) 
A<r<l-A 
X sup F"^'(x)[ 
A<t<l-A ' 
F„ (x) - F„ (x)l X sup |F~^'(x) . 
A<x<l-A' 
Now. sup^ \/n Fn{x) — Fn(x) converges to zero, in probability, by Theorem 2.11. 
By Assumption B.l. sup\<^<i_y F~^' {x) is bounded. Therefore the supremum term 
< 2 sup n2 
n -1 
n-[An] 
i=[An] 
converges to the in (4.10) converges to zero, in probability. .A.Iso 
corresponding Riemann integral, which is finite. 
It follows from (4.8) and (4.10) that the limiting distribution of is the 
same as that of 
^ n-[An] 
i=[An]+l 
(4.11) 
Now we note that 
l-A 
a' 
— J [^1+^2^^ ' (l^) + • • • + f<j+i ' (^O} + 
A 
^9+2 ' (u) — , + • • • + Cq+m+l (u )  — Vm} du < OC. 
So we can apply Theorem 2.9 on the limiting distribution of [^statistics. By Theorem 
2.9. 
1 2 2  ( L n  -  n i F . a ) )  d  
( t ( F .  a )  .V(O.l) (4.12) 
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where 
n-[An] 
L„  =  n - '  Y, 
t=[,\n]+l 
1-A 
f j { F , a )  = J + £2^""^ (^) + • • • + ^ ?+m+l ^[u)du 
A 
o - 2 ( F , a )  =  J  A ^ i t ) d t  -  A i t ) d t ^  
and .4 is any function witii derivative, 
'  { / (F - i  (u ) )} - ' .  { i ,  + £2$-! (u) + • - • + £,+^+1 {$-1 (u) - . 
.4' (u) = for A < u < 1 — A 
0, otherwise. 
VV'e now obtain an alternative expression for a  { F . a ) .  Let 
c(u) = 
(1, $-1 (tz). ($-1 i u ) f  ($-1 (u)r, (") - u > i ) i . . . .  
(u) — . forA < u < 1 — A. 
0. otherwise. 
Then for A < u < 1 — A. 
A i t )  =  
/ rf'^Si) \^d.u, for A < f < 1. A  / ( F  ( u ) )  
for 0 < f < A. 
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Therefore. 
( F .  a )  = J A ^ { t ) d t - ^ J  A { t ) d t ^  =  J —  J  .4(5)^5^ d t  
1 
= / 
d u \  d s >  d t  
A / (F -Mu) )  X  \ J x  f { F - ^  i n ) )  
e 
c (u )  
/ (F -Mu) )  du — 
c (u )  
T 2 
=  / . /  c (u )  
A \.\ 
1 / a 
/ (F - i (u ) )  </u — 
/ (F -M«) )  
c (u )  
<i5 dt 
£ 
/ 
A \A 
1 
c (u )  ^  
-au — 
^ f { F - H u ) )  {  \ J x  f { F - ^ { n ) )  
f { F - ' { u ) )  
c ( u )  
du ds 
du ds Idt 
= l'\L 
where 
L I 
- I I  
c { u )  
-du — 
, L.V {  \ {  f { F - ' { n ) )  
c ( u )  
du ds 
I 
I c (u )  -du — ^ / (F - i ( " ) )  { \{ / (F -M u ) )  c (u )  du ds d t .  
So for each •£. 
£'n^ ^n-^X'H- J c (u) F"^ (u) -A iV(o.^'V£) 
Proof of (iii) Since (4.13) holds for any i, we get 
rz? J  c { u ) F - ' { u ) d u ' ^  -V(o,V) 
Now. 
i-.\ 
e r ^ - e ° =  (X'X)-'n-'X'H - T - '  J c ( u )  F - '  (u )  du. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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Because each integrand in T has a continuous first derivative. X'X converges to T at 
the rate 0[n~^). Therefore, 
Remark: The class of transformations used in C-SIDE is a subset of the class of 
transformations for Theorem 4.1. The basis used in C-SIDE is 
X = [ l ,  c'-'. (C-'I'i)t"' + 7u(C-<P,-i)i"'+72. .(C-*p)J."'-
•. • • (C -  fp- a j f  "  +  71 .P -2  (C - + 12.P-2 (C -  • 
where <?, "s are the join points of the spline. Then 
- ^ iV(0 .Vc5) .  
where = T^5 Vcs Tc5 = ((to ) ) -
( l - 2A) rn  =  1 .  
L-A 
(1—2A)r i2  =  J  ^ ~ ^ ( u ) d u .  
(1  -  2A)  r i , ; :+2  =  f  ^  { u )  —  ^ k ) ^ d u  + ' y i i  J  ^  ( t z )  — r fu  +  
A A 
I -A 
721 j  ( u )  -  k = l , . . . p - 2 .  
00 
[ l  —  2 X )  , j + 2 . k + 2  —  J  '  ( u )  -  c / u  +  
A 
I—\ 
7 U  /  ( 4 - ' +  
A 
I -A 
-n, I (« - 'M -  fp ) ' ( $ - (u )  -  <iu  +  
A 
1-A 
I l k  j  ( u )  -  ( u )  -  +  
A 
1-A 
7ij7ifc J  ($"^ (u ) -1 ' p _ i )^  ($~^ (u ) - ^ p _ i ) ^ ( / u  +  
A 
1-A 
7ij72^- J - I'p-i)^ ^ (") -
A 
j = 1 p - 2: ^' = 1 p - 2. 
7 i j  
l2k 
^ - ^p-i 
^p - i - l -p  
and 
V cs 
I ( 
=  / /  c { u )  
/(F-i(u)) dii — 
c (u )  
( 
/ 
LA 
c (u )  
A  \ A  
1 / 5  
d u  —  
/ (F - i (« ) )  
c (u )  
c/u I ds 
f { F - H u ) )  d u  1 d s  d t .  
' [l. ($-i(u)-«'i)' +711 ($-'(")-^P-i)++ 721 (^-^(«)-4': 
..., ($-1 (u) - $p_2)i + 71 .P-2 i n )  -  + 72 .P-2 { u )  -  ^p) y ' .  
c (") = •( for A < u < 1 - A 
3  
P' + 
0, otherwise. 
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4.3 Improved Estimator of Autoregressive Parameters 
In this section we use the estimator of the transformation that transforms the errors 
to normality to construct an estimator of P of the autoregressive model (4.1). The 
procedure calculates the maximum likelihood estimator of (3 treating the estimated On 
as the true ff. 
Given the ^-transformation of (4.2). the joint probability density of {Vp+i- Vp+2. - - • } 
conditional on {V'l, 12^... Vj,} is 
(27r)~''exp ^ {^(et.0)}^) H 
\ - «=p+i J t=p+i 
where, the determinant of the Jacobian of the trajisformation of the e^'s to the V'f's is 
one. 
e, = y; -
is the true value of2 = 1 p. and ^ (ct, 0) = 
d g , _  [ d  
. From now on the 
notation -^{a.6) will denote -^{e.9) 
conditional on (V'l.... Vp). as an e.xplicit function of 0 and /3 is 
<=et 
. The loglikelihood (except for a constant). 
L { 9 , 0 )  =  l o g l i k { 9 , / 3  \ Y i — V p )  
= -^ E [ 9 i y t - ! 3 i Y t - i - i 3 2 Y t ~ ,  
t=p+i 
+ Yi  
t=p+i 
dg . 
^  (^t  ~  — ^2^1-2 • • - / 3pV;_p :^ )  . (4.15) 
We replace 9 in expression (4.15) by an estimator and call the resulting expression 
the "estimated loglikelihood" for /3. The estimated loglikelihood is a function of /3 with 
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t=p+i 
' d g  
51 log 
t=p+i 
0 fixed at 9n. and is 
L { 9 n , i 3 )  = "5  E [ ^ (>J - /3 IV; - I - / ?2V; -2  Jpy ;_p :0„ ) ] '  +  
^ (K - 8r\u - /?2v;-2 /?pv;-p: On) 
= E log ^(e,(i?),fln) 
- «=p+i t=p+i 
= S log/£(/?) (ct(/?);^n) . (4.16) 
• — PpY't^p. and fe.(B) (•) is the density function of 
t=p+i 
where et{d) = Yt — — 02Yt-2 
^ t { 3 )  
To construct an estimator of the autoregressive parameter, we majcimize the esti­
m a t ed log-likelihood with respect to /3. The resulting estimator is denoted by ^ {^n) • 
To simplify the presentation we first give the limiting distribution for the first order pro­
cess (Theorem 4.2) and then extend the result to the general finite order autoregressive 
process (Theorem 4.3). We need a few Lemmeis for Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 4.1 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
+ ^ 2^t-2 + • • • + QpYt-p + Cj, (4.17) 
where tt ~ F, and F{-) is a zero mean, finite variance cr* (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let mi. m2. nip be the roots of 
p 
m' - = 0. 
1=1 
and assume | nii |< 1; i = 1,2,... .p. Let the errors tt s be transformed to normal by a 
monotone increasing transformation g{t. 9) that satisfies 
0 < d g ( c . 9 )  ^  1  ^  < d, < OO. 
oe " 
Then all moments of g and all moments ofY] are finite. 
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Proof: Let u  ~ iV(0.1). We have e = h { u : 6 ) .  where /i is a polynomial spline, and 
monotone increasing. Now. 
u  =  g [ t ; 6 )  =  
Since h { u ; 0 )  is a polynomial, for the last segment on the right, the coefficient of the 
highest degree term must be positive to satisfy the monotone increasing property. (In 
our applications the polynomial is lineax in both extreme segments and the linear term 
must be positive.) The same is true for the extreme segment on left. To prove the 
existence of moments of the function g. we note that the integrand is bounded by a 
polynomial on either extreme. Now, for the integral of a function, if the integral on a 
finite interval is finite and on either extreme the function is bounded by a polynomial 
that is integrable. the integral of the function exists. Because the normal distribution 
has all moments, has all moments. Because Vj is a linear combination of Cf's, Vj has 
all moments. • 
Lemma 4.2 proves a result that is sufficient for the consistency of the maximum 
likelihood estimator of (/3,0). 
Lemma 4.2 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
Yt = + 02^t-2 + • • • + iSpYt-p + (4.IS) 
where e, ~ F, and F{-) is a zero mean, finite variance (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let mi,m2, rUp be the roots of 
^ = 0. 
1=1 
and assume \ mi |< 1; f = 1, 2.... ,p. Let the errors Ct's be transformed to normal by a 
monotone increasing transformation g{c.0) that satisfies 
n  ^  d g i t . 0 )  ^  ^ 0 < < d, < OC. 
de ~ 
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Let the parameter space B x Q be a convex, compact set containing the true parameter 
value {(3°, 6° ) as an interior point. Let the conditional loglikelihood be L{d./3). Then 
for any rj > Q, 
lim P inf \L(e'',^°)-L{e,f3)] >0 
w-n'-
= 1. 
Proof: We will prove the Lemma for the process. The proof for the A R [ p )  
process is similar. Take [(3.9) such that {3 — 3°. 6 — j > rj. Now 
- n - ' L { e , ( 3 )  
{y. - + if log [I (V; -
" t=2 " t=2 
t=2 «=2 
^ M i 3 ) : e )  (4.19) 
where e t { 3 )  = V( — 3Y't-i- Now VJ — 3^Yt-i = tt{l3^) = Ct. and e^'s are lid. Therefore the 
first and second terms in equation (4.19) converge almost surely, by the strong law of 
large numbers. We show that the third and fourth terms also converge almost surely. 
To show this we first demonstrate that 
{[s(v, - e Y , . u e ) f  -  E  (is(y, -  .r.„} 
and 
log ^ M s y . e )  - f : | i og  
are mixingales, where = <T(Vj;i <  t )  =  a { e f j  <  t ) .  Then we will use the strong 
law of large numbers for mixingcdes (refer to Theorem 2.6) to prove the almost sure 
result. 
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To show condition 1 of Definition 2.7. we consider 
E { \ g { \ \  -  3 \ \ - v . e ) f  -  [ E  {[y (V; - I ... } 
= £ |[^ (e, + (.5° - - /?)e,_2 + • • • + {3°r-'{3° - 3)e,.m • • • :« ) ] '  
+  ( / 3 °  -  3 )  +  { 3 °  -  3 ) { , 3 ° r - ' Y ] - m ^ { u - : 0 )  
- [ E { [ g { Y ] - 3 Y \ . ^ : e ) f } ]  
= E{ 
m* m—!• • • • • (4.20) 
for some u' between V'j — BY't-i and Ct + (/?° — 3) Here we have used 
Taylor series expansion on a random variable. It is legitimate to do so since g has 
continuous deriN'ative and since 
m— I 
(v; - jv;_,) - £, + (,a° - a) (/J'y-'e,-, 
J = 1 
m—I 
=  { 3 ° - 3 ) [ 3 ' ' r Y 1 ^ 3 y ' ^ t - m - j  
J= l  
is Op(l). .\fter rearranging the terms (4.20) reduces to 
m —I T 2^ 
g { € ,  +  { 3 ' ' - i 3 ) Y . i l 3 ° Y - ' C : - i - »  
J=1 
- £{ [9 (V , - jy ;_ . : e ) ] ' }  
+E { 2(/?° - e)ff ( £, + (lJ° - s?) 
2 
m —I 
+(3° -
+2(13'' - I3){0°r''y,-,^E ^ «)s(£.:«) 
m* m—1? • • 
+(3° - i I ^{u-: e) 
m? m—l?  •  •  
m*  m —I '  •  •  •  (4.21) 
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where it = £t+(i3°—3) Applying Taylor series expansion (4.21) reduces 
to. 
2(0° - 3){0''r-'E I^Y]-rn^{u";e)g{u'':0)^ 
+ 2 ( 5 °  -  / 3 ) ( / 3 ° r - ^ y - , _ ^ £ '  I ^ { u ' : 9 ) g { e t : e )  
+(^°  -  /3)2 ( / ?0 )2 ' " -2y ; i ^£  I ( ^ i u ' :  9 ) ]  
m-  m—I?  •  •  •  
m—I?  •  •  •  (  ( 4 .22 )  
for some u" between Yt — 3Yt-i and Ct + (3° — 0) 
To calculate 
E  {  b ( y ;  -  3 Y t - i : e ) ] '  - E { g { Y t  -  3 Y t . i : e ) y  m* m—1 •  •  •  •  (  12  
we take the expectation of the square of right hajid side of (4.22). Since '^(e:^) 's 
bounded, all moments of Y] exist, and all moments of g {Y't ~ 3Y't-i:0) e.xist, repeated 
use of Holder s inequality shows that 
E  ^  ( V ;  -  0 ) ] '  -  E  { g i Y  -  / ? y ; - i : « ) } '  7Ti" m —1 •••• ? II2) ^ ^ 2m 
Hence •[[^(yj — 3Y't^i: 0)f — E |[fl'(^'£ — (?y't_i: fl)|^|| is a mixingale. Similarly one can 
show that 
log • r_. - E jlog 
is a mixingale. So the third and fourth terms in (4.19) converge almost surely by Theorem 
2.6. 
The next step is to show that 
E < log I (€,(3); 9°) log + 
- jE  { [ g  (v ;  -  av ;_ . :  9 ° ) ] ' }  +  { [ s  (v ;  -  «) ] ' !  > 0 (4.23) 
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with probability one. We note that the quantity in (4.23) is 
^ r , . -  hu-e") 1 
where and /-(/?) are the probability density functions of tt and Vi — 3Y't-i. respectively. 
Now 
E log = -E < log 
> — log E 
= 0. 
f ( { 0 ] U t i 3 ) . d )  
f M . e ' )  , 
I 
IMll 
. 0 ° )  j  
using Jensen's inequality on the log function which is a concave function. Hence 
n~^ L — n~^ L {6. i3) converges almost surely to the quantity 
£: log |(.,(J):e'')]}-£|log dg + 
which is greater thein zero. This proves the result. • 
It follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 that the maximum likelihood estimator of 
iP.d) is a consistent estimator of iP.9) (See Fuller 1996. page 251). 
Lemma 4.2 is actually a little stronger than what we need. We are not doing joint 
maximum likelihood estimation of {f3.9). Instead we use an estimated error distribution 
to perform maximum likelihood estimation of /3. treating the estimated 0 as if it were 
the true 9. Then the residuals computed with the new 0 are used to compute a new 0. 
The procedure is repeated a finite number of times. So what we actually need is the 
consistency of y3(fl„). In Lemma 4.3 we show that ^{dn) is a consistent estimator of /3''. 
Remark: For a spline of degree j, ^3^ discontinuities at the join points. 
Since there are only a finite number of join points and is an absolutely continuous pdf. 
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the probability of having a discontinuous derivative is zero. Therefore, the evaluation of 
I d O).0) I _ £, I ^  ^^} g poses no problem. For a spline of degree 
j. any equality involving the j-th order derivative of h is understood to be aji equaiity in 
the almost sure sense. We will use this convention in the following lemmas and theorems. 
Lemma 4.3 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
+ '^2^1-2 + • • • + 0p\t-p + (4.24) 
where tf ~ F. and F{-) is a zero mean, finite variance cr^ (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let mi.m2, nip be the roots of 
p 
m" 
« = i  
and assume | m, |< 1:2 = 1.2 p. Let the errors Ct s be transformed to normal by a 
monotone increasing transformation g{e.O), where the inverse of g is a spline function 
with at least two continuous derivatives. Assume that g satisfies 
d g { e , 0 )  .  
0 < r < d, < oc. 
at ~ 
Let the parameter space B x Q he a convex, compact set containing the true parameter 
value (/3°.0°) as an interior point. Assume that 9^ is a consistent estimator of 9. Let 
the conditional loglikelihood be L{9,0). Then 
( a )  f o r  a n y  ^  > 0, 
limp| inf [n~^£„ (^n,/3)l > 0 I = 1. 
( b )  ^ { 9 n )  A  / 3 ° ,  w h e r e  0 ( 9 ^ )  i s  t h e  m a x i m u m  l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r  o f  ( 3  t r e a t i n g  9 ^  
as the true value of the vector of spline parameters 0. 
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Proof: (a) Let 
H { e , m  = Ehog I'"-"' 
Cf 
We will show that 
- E |log 
- \ E  { b ( £ , .  « ) f }  +  \ E  { w m - 9 ) r }  •  
y; - flfv;., ajv;-,, 
V (  t - p -
Q n { e . / 3 )  =  { e , 0 ° ) - n - ' L n [ e , / 3 ) ] - H { d , 0 ] .  
converges to zero and that 0°\>s ^ positive. 
Let Si > 0. and take any /3 ^ 0°. Following the proof of Lemma 4.2 we obtain. 
Q n { 6 , j 3 )  —>• 0.as n —> oc. with probability 1. 
VV'e will now show that for the fixed /3. 
Qn{0,l3) 0. uniformly in 0 € 0i. 
where 0i = {fl :| 6 - 0 °  |<(Ji}. Let G 0i. Then 
a„ (9 l " , / 3 ) -5 . (9^ /3 )  =  ( f l " l -«" ! ) ' | l og  
de i e t . d ' )  
dE 
09 
log 
dt 
for some 6' on the line segment joining and by Taylor series expansion of Q^. 
It is legitimate to do Taylor series expansion since Q„ has continuous derivative with 
respect to 6. and since 0i is a convex set. so 6' is in 0i. Hence 
\Qn - Qn {9P^(3)\ < 
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where 
5„ = sup 
€ 01 
log I"-""' } - M {'°s 
2 de 'J J '2 ae 
Note that the supremum is attained at some 0 € 0i, since 0i is a compact, convex set. 
Also note that 5n is Op{l). Hence (??) is proved. Next we note that A 0°. Hence, 
by the uniform convergence of Qn{9./3) we have 
Qnidn, 0 )  A 0. a s  n  — y  oc. for any fixed / 3 ,  (4.25) 
Now. 
H { e ° . l 3 )  =  Ejlog I - £ jlog ^W/3) -9 )  
-j£{ls(«..e)r} + j£{[s(€.(/3).9)f} 
= £• s log 
~ E  < log 
(4.26) 
by Jensen's inequaJity. And for each fixed (3. H {O.P) is continuous in € 0i. Since 0i 
is compact, H [0,^) is uniformly continuous on 0i. Therefore, 
Thus. 
[n-'U («n,/3°) - n-'U (0n,/3)] - H (fl°,/3) 
=  [ [ n - ' L ^  ( ^ „ , / 3 ° )  -  n - ' U  { K . l ^ ) ]  -  H  ( 0 „ , / 3 ) ]  +  { H  -  H  ( 0 ° . / 3 ) )  
=  Q n  { K ^ f 3 )  + { H  { d r . ,  1 3 )  -  H  { d ° , ( 3 ) )  
0. 
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since Qn (9.,ia) A 0 (by (4.25)). and H (Sn./S) H («°./3) • Hence. 
[n-i„ 4 H {e"./}) > 0. 
for each ^ ^  /3°, by (4.26). Let 82 > 0. Then 
inf \n-^L^ - n-'L„ (0n,/3)l A inf H > 0. (4.27) 
\ 0 - 0 ^ \ > S 2  | / 3 - /3 ° |>52  
Next we will show that 
1^ - /3°  |>^2  ^  ^  
Now. inf I ^ _ ^0 |> ^ ^ cannot be zero, because if the infimum is zero, then 
there is z. (3' ^ B such that H (6°./3'^ = 0. since 5 is a compact set. This is a 
contradiction because we have shown in (4.26) that 
H { 0 ° , / 3 ) > O .  for all/3-€ i?. 
Hence. 
inf H(e°.^)>0. 
\ f 3 - l 3 ° \ > 6 2  '  
which proves part (a), using (4.27). 
(b) Follows directly from Fuller (1996, page 251). • 
In Lemma 4.4 we define two quantities, G and G2, that are closely related to the first 
and second derivatives (respectively) of L{6,(3) of (4.15) with respect to (3. The partial 
derivatives of the loglikelihood are 
d L { 0 , ^ )  ^  .  
f=p+i 
d ^ L { e , ^ )  
t=p+l d0id0j ^ G2(et, 0) > <-, >t-j. 
The Lemma contains two uniform convergence results that will be used in Theorem 4.2 
and Theorem 4.3 to derive the limiting normed distribution of ^[On)-
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Lemma 4.4 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
V( = 0lYt-l + 02^1-2 H + 0p^t-p + 
where Ct ~ F, and F{-) is a zero mean, finite variance (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let mi,m2 ,mp be the roots of 
p 
m" 
t=i 
=0 .  
and assume ( m, |< l:z = 1.2, Let fc be the probability density function corre­
sponding to the error distribution function F. Assume that the errors are transformed 
to normal by a transformation g. where the inverse of g, say h, is a spline function. 
.Also assume that h is monotone increasing and ^ > mi > 0. Let the parameter 
space B X Q be a convex, compact set containing the true parameter value {(3^.9°) as an 
interior point. Define 
^ rU' (i\ nr- (dg{et,e]y'd'^g{ct.9) 
_  ^ ag (€ , . 9 ) j  ' '  
Let Q be a convex, compact set containing 6° as an interior point. Then 
(  )  f o r  a n y  r e a l  v e c t o r  £  =  (^i ip). 
n~^ ^ ^ ^ A 0. uniformly in 6 £ Q. 
t=2 I Jk=l J 
n 
( ) n"^ ^ G2ieu d)Yt-iYt-j A 7v{0)F  {G2(e f ,  0 )}  , uniformly in 0  €  0. 
t=2 
where 7k(0) = E{Y'^). 
Proof: (a)We have for each 0^^^ € 0. 
" Fir' p 
£=2 k=l 
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since for each t .  Ct  is independent of .... VJ-p, the partial derivative of G with respect 
to 0 is a function of Ct only, and E{y't} = 0. for aJl t. Now, for G 0, 
dG 
" - 'E  
4=2 
" - 'E  
fc=i [ a s j  - " - 'E  f=2 d O j  
(£„«'") if, VU 
fc=l 
< 
t=2 
X |«»l - 9'^>|. 
for some 6' on the line segment joining and where we used the notation 
to denote the vector 
(d^G d^G 8'^C \ dOjdei 7' 
Now. 
where 
t ^ e )  = 
-IE n t=2 
dh  
dy  , { g i e t . 9 ) . e )  
t2{ 9 )  =  1 " 
-E 
^0, 
a/i ^ 
A:=l > 
h i O )  = 1 
--E 
" 1^ 2 
dh  
(»(«"•«)• 9) 
E 4^'-' ^  /t=i J 
(9j/2 
E4VU 
/fc=I 
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u { e )  = 
" t=2 dy 
-4 
^ ' j ( j (£ , . « ) . » )  
t2 
L% 
[I (,(..."),.°)j £ 4>i-A 
Jk=l 
(5(«) 
" t=2 [ [ 9 y  
i 9 { e t ^ e ) , 0 )  
-3 
^g(s(£,.«).«) 
f6 ( f l )  =  
- - t  
(s(''-®°)-®°) 
I  | ^ (S (£„» ) .« )  
-3 
9t/2 
fc=l J 
fc=l > 
= 
I " 
-E 
" t=2 
dh 
dh -3 \d''h 
dy^ 
t2 
{ g { € t ~ 6 ) . 0 )  
A:=l 
i8(fl) = 1 " 
--E ^ { g { e t , 9 ) , d )  dy ^ { 9 { U . 9 ) , 9 )  
/:=! --
tm = 
1 " 
--E ay 
T ''^2l 
dOjdi 
5j/2 
P 1 
E 
i w ( 9 )  =  i r v  
" «=2 
5/i 
dh 
fc=i 
1 -6 
a^/i 
E /:=l > 
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- -E  
" £=2 
-5 d^h 
dy^ 
{ g { e t , B ) . e )  { 9 { ^ t . . 0 ) . 0 )  dy^ 
^ (j(£„«»).«")] (j(<„e°),«°)J g fa;-. 
h 2 i e )  =  
h 3 { 9 )  = 
o n 
- n ^  "• t=2 
d^h 
dOjdei 
- -E  
"  h  
|^Wc„9),e) 
"*1 ' Q 2 L  '  2 
(s(£„«''),e°) 
|^(J(£,.9),9) 
fc=i 
-5 d^h 
—  { g { e ^ , e ) , e )  
dy^ 
d^h 
ae, 
E IkY.-k 
^=1 > 
' » (« )  =  -L  
" s? 
5/i 
dy 
[ g { t t , e ) , e )  
-4 d^h 
dy^ 
{ g { e t , 9 ) . e )  
'!=(«) = if; 
" t=2 
d^h 
E 4v;_, 
A:=l 
^ { g { e i , d ) , d )  
-3 0(s(^..«).e) 
8«j9. { g [ i , . e P ) . ^ )  E f• it=l ) 
Some of ti{Oys are zero depending on the specific spline being used. The deriva­
tives of h are all polynomials in g{et,9). All moments of Y] exist, all moments of 
g{tt,9) exist and ^ • is bounded below. Hence using the Cauchy-Schwarz in­
equality repeatedly and then using the strong law of large numbers we can bound 
Er=2 {39 d9^ i^t-,0)Yll=i 4Vi_fc| by a constant A',j. For example, 
£=2 
£=2 
—16\ 4 
" - 'E  
£=2 
4\ 4 
d O j  
dh 
Wi 
4\ 7 
n -1 
T 4\ T 
ikVt-k 
lk=l 
•1 
Now. [|j(9('.-«)-9)]""'y 
below. By the strong law of large numbers, we have 
[d'^h 
f)h 
is bounded, by the assumption that ^ is bounded 
£=2 
"A \E 
d'^ h 
dy 2 { 9 { ^ u O ) , e )  
4\ 4 
< sup I E 
e 
By the strong law of large numbers, we also have 
" - 'E  
f=2 [ae, 
m 
d O j  
4\ T 
< sup E 
d9i 
. 1 
T 4\ 7 
4\ T 
sup 
e 
4\ T 
and finally. n~' 4-V '/_it]''converges in p^obabilit^^ Hence, sup© |fi(d)| < where 
Li.n is Op(l). Similarly, sup© |i_,(0)| < Lj^n, j = 2 15. and the Ij,„'s are Op(l). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.4 the result follows. 
(b) Let 
=  G2i t t . e )  v ; i ,  -  E{G2(q ,0 )}y ; i i ,  t  =  
Let J-m,Ti = = cr {ek '• k < m). Now. 
= 0. 
^{^un\^t-\.n] = V ar {Ga (ct, ^ )} Vjli, 
si, = 
t=2 
Hence, by Theorem 2.3. 
S (O- "2) • 
t=2 
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where 
t.| = War {Gi (£„«)} 
Therefore, 
= n"' E [Gj(£,.9)v;i, - £;{Gj(£„9)}y,ii] A O. 
t=2 t=2 
Hence, 
n-' x; [G, (£„ ») V^i, - £ {G2 (£,.«)} -n-lO)] 
t=2  
= 1"' E [G2 (£,.9) v;i, - £ {G2 (£„ 9)} v;i,] - £ {g, (c„9)} r.-' f; [7,.(o) - v;i, 
t=2 t=2 
0. 
Now for each 0 € 0. 
n-'i:G2(Q.0)v;ii -7v-(0)i:{G2(e„5)} Ao. 
t=2 
For € 0, 
«=2 
n- i:g3 (£„91") v;l, - n-' x:g2 (e,.9"') v;i. 
t=2 
< 
< 
S ' 
I 
t=2 t=2 
X 1^(1) ^^_2S) 
for some 6' on the line segment joining and Here we have used Taylor series 
expansion for random variable. It is legitimate to do so because, G2 has continuous 
derivatives and since 0 is a convex, compact set, hence the line segment joining and 
0^^^ lies in 0. 
Now, 
t=2 
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and 
t=2 L J  t= l j= l  
where 
S 2 { d )  
S 3 { e )  
S 4 { 9 )  
s , ( d )  
" - 'E  t=2 
n 
" - 'E  t=2 
4n-E  
n 
"-'E f=2  
n 
" -E  
-1 
( £ . • « )  
.•^2/ Jat y = 5(££,^°) 
I"""' 0) 
t=2 
36(8) = 4n '5^ 
t=2 
S7{6) = 4n 
4=2 
Now. 
| 5 i (0 ) |  =  
t=2 
^ { y . O )  
dy 
-6 
0 at y = 
-2  
at {/ = ^ (£(.0°) 
9°), e)l [||(j(£„9°).«'') 
dy' 
< mf® I  n -^  
f=2 ay2 
(s(£.,«°).9) 
T« 
" - 'E  
t=2 
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
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By the strong law of large numbers. 
n - 'E  
f=2 
d^h 
dy^ (s(e„9°).«)]' " £|[0(j(c,.9'>).e)]''| 
< sup E 
e 
d^h 
dy^ 
(s(£,.e°).«)] 
and 
" - 'E  
t=2 
a.3 f-» 
-)• E 
4 
< sup E 
e 
Hence, as n cx:.sup© |5i(5)| is bounded with probability one. Similarly, as n —y oc. 
supe i-Sj(0)|. J = 2. ...7 are also bounded with probability one. Hence, as n —> oc. 
r 1 ^ 
supg n~^ IZr=2 I r is bounded with probability one. Therefore from equation 
(4.28) it follows that 
n-'ZG. (^.,9'") (^,.9'^') v;i, 
f=2 t=2 
< Ci„  I I 
where Ci.„ is Op(l). Now. 
7K(0) 
Now. 
£{G2(£„e" ' ) } -£{G, (£ , . 9 ' ' ' ) }  < 7y(0)sup 
e 
£:{G2(q.0)} 
Q 
—£" {G2(et,0)} is a continuous function of 6, and 0 is a compact, convex set. 
oO 
Therefore, 
sup 
e 
— E { G , { u . e ) }  is bounded. 
Hence. 
lY - (0)  < C2 I — 6^^^  I w i th  p robab i l i t y  one .  
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where C-> is a constant. The result follows from Theorem 2.4. • 
Next in Lemma 4.5 we derive a uniform convergence result for the third order deriva­
tives of the estimated loglikelihood with respect to the autoregressive parameters. This 
result will be used in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 4.5 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
Vj = + 1^2^1-2 + • • • + 
where tt ~ F. and F{-) is a zero mean, finite variance cr^ (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let mi.m2 m-p be the roots of 
V 
= 0 .  
1=1 
and assume \ rm |< l:z = 1.2, ...,p. .Assume that the errors are transformed to normal 
by a transformation g(.:d). where the inverse of g, say h{.:8), is a spline function. .Also 
assume that h is monotone increasing and ^ rui >0. Then 
83^13 dSk converges with probability one. and the convergence is uniform in 
B  x Q .  w h e r e  B  x Q  i s  a  c o n v e x ,  c o m p a c t  s e t  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  t r u e  p a r a m e t e r  v a l u e  { 0 ^ , 6 ° )  
as an interior point. 
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Proof: We will prove the Lemma for p = I. The proof for p > 1 is similar. Note that 
n 
d0  ^
3n- ± 
t=2 de^ 
y-3 
t=2 
-2" - 'EWV;-av i - . : 9 ) j  
£=2 
+3.-T 
-3 
de 
Y ^ t - i  
l3 
«=2 
n 
^ U . { a ) ; e )  d^9 
- n - ' H  
t=2 de 
T -1 
i e t i 3 ) : 0 )  
de^ 
dt^ i t t m e )  
{ t A 3 ) - e ]  yZ ^ t -1  
y--3 
' t - l - (4.29) 
where CtiS) = Y] We will show that each term on the right hand side of equation 
(4.29) converges almost surely. This will be done by using the properties of mixingales. 
Let = cr(tj:j < t). Let 
Z, = ^(£,(/3):9) d^g ^ U t { 3 ) - . e )  y-3 
Let 
m— 1 
3 ,  =  e ,  +  ( i30 - J )  
j=i 
r, = {3° - 3){3''r-'\].^. 
(4.30) 
Then 
E  { Z t \ e t - m . e t - m - u - - - }  =  E  0 ) ^ { s t :  9 ) Y t t i  
+rt '  f i \  ^ ( u ; 0 )  +_( . : ^ )_ ( . : 0 )  y-3 ^t—m' • • • 
(4.31) 
( t 
where u' is between Y] — QYt-i and 5,. 
Now. the first term in (4.31) can be expressed as 
. d t  
= E 
= El 
m—I?  •  •  
mr  m—I •  
^(3,:9)0(3,:9) m • m —1 • - • 
= E 
31 
-h3{3"r-'Y].mE 
\ j = 0  
+(/3»)="-'V;i„£|^(s,: 9)0(5,: 9)|. 
The second term in (4.31) is 
'd'g 
£:|r, 
=  r , E  d g .  .  a \ ^ 9 ,  ^(i^':0) + —(i/';fl)^(t/';fl) 
dt de^ 
Y3 
'  t - i  
y-3 
^£-1 
^t-m- ^ t—m —1?  •  •  
m>  m—l i  
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And finally, the third term in (4.31) can be rewritten as 
i"', 
= E 
31 
21 
d g .  
d^g 
'a?' 
+ E l r ,  f • 
Hence 
E {Zt\r: "oT 11^  
= E ^ { 0 ' r - ' { \ \ . m - E { y t - ^ ] ) E  
+3(/3°)^"-= (v;i„ - £{v;i„}) £|^(^,.9)|^(s,:«) | 
+ r t E  
- E l n  
Since is bounded by assumption, all moments of Y] exist, all moments of 
g{Yt — (3Yt^i.B) exist, E exists, and E { ^) I exists, repeated 
of Holder's inequality shows that 
d g ,  .  a . ^ 9 .  
'  f ) X  ^  1  -  -  f i \  
yS 
y3 
m- ^t—m — l' • • • 
2 
use 
E{Z,\K-^] l l 2<C( /3° r " ' .  
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where C is a constant. Hence ^ mixingale. By Theorem 2.6. 
3n- E 
t=2 
J § M 3 ) : e )  y-3 
3E 
d^Q 
v;ii 
Similarly, other terms on the right hand side of equation (4.29) converge with probability 
one. This proves the first part of the Lemma. 
The next step is to prove the uniform convergence. Now for 0^^') € 
5 x 0 .  
" - 'E  ^ (£,(,3I'>):9">) j j V;i,-
< 
^ 0(1) _ ^(2) ^ 
\ ' 
^(1) _ ^(2) (4.32) 
where et(/?('') — — 3^'^Y't-i. 
c = 
"-'Er=2 
Er= 
/ 
E?=2 
|f(x:9t)0(i:e')V;l, - (0(x:»*))V,l, 
i - 0^ ("'"') ^  
/ x=Ve-i3fVt_i 
V'3 \ 
't-1 
"-'E?=2 
nil 
(4.33) 
t 
where the vector in (4.33) is evaluated at y = g{Yt — for some (9^ ./?^) on 
the line segment joining {6^ and (0^ 
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Repeated use of Holder's inequality gives. 
n 
"-'e 
it ^«-i 
t=2 
< 
"-'l t=2 
( ot\ f ai\ ( ai\ ^ ( ^ ' ^ )  dedy- ^ dy d e d y  
t=2 
m -5 
since ^ (y.ff) > mi > 0. 
Now 
dh ( d^h /  x \  d'^h /  x \  
^  ® ( f ^  ® ^ )d y ^  '  '  d O d y  
are all polynomials. Hence. 
d e d y  
"-'e 
t=2 
^  ® ® )  -  - ^  ( " •  ® )  s f l s ;  ( » •  ® )  d y ^ ^ ^  ^  d e d y ^  ^  d y ^  '' 
converges almost surely, to a limit, say, ^i(0^), by the properties of mixingales. 
Therefore. 
"-e 
{y-- 20 [v. «*) A "*); y-3 ^ t - l  
[II (y-®')] 
<2sup {a,(«')}'[£{K»}]^ mi ° with probability 1. for sufficiently large n. 
Similarly. 
"- 'e 
y-4 
^4-1 
t=2 
< 2 sup mi ® with probability 1, for sufficiently laxge n .  
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From (4.32), 
"-e 
t=2 
' dg  ' d ^ g  
<l„ 
( 0(1) _ 0(2) ^ 
/3(1) _ QW 
where L„ is (9p(l). 
Now. 
-E  
< L' 
dt 
f 0(1) _ 0(2) ^ 
/3(1) -  /3(2) 
v;ii 
where 
L = 2 sup 
Bx& 
( d , 
9 I V { If(=.(/3');«') 0(=.(/3');»') 
(4.34) 
for some (d^ ,/?^) on the line segment joining ,/?''') and (0^^' where e£(/5^) = 
v; - 0nu. 
Since 
and 
d5 
ae' 
v;i, ^, 
v'.i. 
are continuous functions of { /3 .d  ), and 5 x 0 is a convex, compact set, so L is Op(l). 
The uniform convergence follows from Theorem 2.4. • 
In the following theorem we will derive the limiting distribution of 3 (^n). which is 
the maximum likelihood estimator of 0, treating the estimated error distribution as the 
true error distribution. In doing so, we need the initial estimator of the spline parameters 
to be Op{n~2). The estimator of the spline parameter vector as obtained in Theorem 
4.1 is Op(n~2), and hence can serve as the initial estimator. Alternatively, one can use 
the spline parameter estimator of chapter 3 as the initial estimator. 
Theorem 4.2 Let {Vi} be a stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
Yt = d\t-i + £(•  
where €[ ~ F. and F(-) is a zero mean, finite variance cr^ (unknown) distribution func­
tion. Let be the probability density function corresponding to the error distribution 
function F. Let | |< I. Assume that the errors are transformed to normal by a trans­
formation g. where the inverse of g. say h. is a spline function. Also assume that h is 
monotone increasing, has at least two continuous derivatives and ^ '"i >0. 
Let the parameter space for {jS. 9) be B xQ. which is a convex, compact set containing the 
true value of the parameter vector {3^,6°) as an interior point. Let 6n be an estimator 
of the spline parameters. Let 3 be the maximum likelihood estimator of 3. with 6 
fixed at On. 
In addition to assumptions B.l and B.2 of Theorem 4-1 assume : 
B.3 - 0° = Op (n-j) . 
Then 
r 2 1 -i\ 
cr 
>—
• 1 o to 
/ 
S3 
where 
G { e t , 9 )  
G 2 { x . 9 )  =  { - g { x , e )  
,  f d g { e t , e ) \  
d ^ g { x , e )  f d g { x , 9 )  
d - ^ g i e ^ . O )  
de^ 
' d g { x . 0 ) \  ^  d ^ g { x . d )  
dx^ 
-2  
' d g { x . 0 ) \ ~  f d ' ^ g j x . e )  
dx ) \ dx^ 
dx 
2" 
+ dx dx^ 
Proof: It follows from part (b) of Lemma 4.3 that /? is a consistent estimator 
of 3°. We write the Taylor Series expansion 
0 = sl{ia{k)) 
implying 
n'" [a f«„) - a") = J-. r y, (4.33) 
v v / / a2t (a ,^o^ q3r (a ,3'\ 
where 3^ is between 3 (^Oji) and 3°. 
To derive the limiting distribution of {d{dn) — we follow the steps listed 
below. 
^ , 3 1 ( 0 ° , 3 ° )  
(i) Show that n~'' has a limiting normal distribution. Then use 
r , ^ . u -1/2^^ L K • • , J- -1- • Lemma 4.4 to show that n has a hmitmg normal distribution. 
(li) Show that n"* converges in probability to a nonzero constant. 
(iii) Show that converges in probability to zero. 
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(iv) Use the assumptions and steps (i),(ii) and (iii) to get the final conclusion. 
Proof of (i) Consider 
d L ( e n , 0 ° )  r  ( d g ( e t , K ) Y ' d ' g L . e ^  
t=2 ^ ' 
where 
-1 
v',-1 
I  . \  /  ( d g ( e t . K ) \  d ^ g U f O n )  (".»") = v r ^ - l  ' •  G 
We note that 
G(z.6) = ^Mj£ifl. (4.36) 
OX 
is the slope of the pdf of Ct. We first consider the properties of G (e<,0n) • Now. 
E  [ g  [ c t . e ° )  =  e { g  } E  = o. 
because VJ_i is a linear combination of e/s for j  < t  —  I .  and the e^'s are independent, 
and G is a measurable function of only u. 
Now. G  Vt-i is a measurable function of e j ' s  for j  <  t .  Because the e^'s are 
iid. and hence ergodic. |G Vj_i| is a sequence of ergodic random variables, by 
Lemma 2.3. To apply the central limit theorem (Theorem 2.5) we need to show 
x;ii£{g(f.«°)ro|j^.„}ii2<co, 
m>l 
So 
where = cr{tk • k <m), and IIVH2 = • Now. 
e \\e\gu,.d°) e(/3°ye_,|jr_|ll2 = e ||£:{g(ei.0°)} £(/?°ve_,|l2 
m>l J=0 J m>l ^ ' ' j=m 
= E {g (£..«°)} 2_(i3°)' ') 
-(<3°)' j  
^ 3° 
' i - { 3 ° y  
Hence, by the central limit theorem for stationary sequences, (refer to Theorem 2.5). 
n-^/2 ^  Q qO^ y-_^ ,y ^.2^ ^^ 3-^ 
t=2 
where 
i-; = £ {G (t,.«°) n}'+ 2 _££{G(ei. 9°) ViG 
= £{G^(£,.fl°)}j--^ + 2[£{G(£,.«°)}]'Tv(0)£(J'>)' (4.3S) 
= [e {G' (c, 9°) } + 2 [£ {G («,. 9°) }]' -j^] 7v (0). 
Since G ( x . O )  is slope of the pdf of Ct, E  ^Cp, = 0. Therefore the v j  of (4.38) is. 
Ui = [£{G^ (ef,0°)}] 7y-(0). (4.39) 
We consider 
v;_i = 
t=2 
t: G (£„»") r,-. + ^  (e„ - 9")' II (,„ 9;) y,_,. (4.40) 
t=2 t=z2 
for some 6'^ on the line segment joining 9° and Now 0„ A 0°, and by Lemma 4.4. 
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uniformly in ^ € 0. where 0 is a convex, compact set containing as an interior point. 
Hence. 
.A.lsO. y/n {dn — is Op( l ) .  Therefore, from equation (4.40) it follows that the lim­
iting distribution of G V't_i is the same as the limiting distribution of 
t=2 ^ '  
rz-i/2 ^ G(et,0°] V;_i. Hence. 
(=2 '  
v;-i ^ N (o, [£:{G' (^^•^°)}] 7V-(0)). (4.41) 
t=2 
Proof of (ii) We note that 
.a'Lie.a^) . , 
.N'ow dn 0°. and by Lemma 4.4. 
ri 
^ G2 (e«. ^ ) y^Li 7v (0) £" |G-'2 (ct, ^ °)} . uniformly in 0 € 0. 
t=2 
where 0 is a convex, compact set containing 6° cis an interior point. 
d ^ L ( G n . 3 ° )  „ f /  nm 
=> ^ -A 7V- (0) E {G2 > 0. 
Proof of (iii) By Lemma 4.2, 0  ( d n ^  3 ° .  Therefore, by Lemma 4.5. 
^id^Lidn.d:^) . L J J • I 1 
n " IS bounded m probability as n oc. 
Proof of (iv) We have shown that the numerator of (4.35) has a limiting normal 
distribution given by (4.41) and the denominator converges in probability to a nonzero 
constant. Using Lemma 2.2 we get the final conclusion. • 
Example Let g { e t ; a , b )  =  a  +  b e t ,  Then 
E a. 6)} = £ {(a + btt)b ~ 0}' = 6^ (a" + 2a6£:{eJ + b''Var{tt]) 
and 
[£{g2(£,;<!.6)}1'=[b{-6'}]'=6''. 
Hence 
n 1/2 
a}+ 2abE{et\-{-b'^Var{et} V'ar{e(} 
If Cf ~ iV(0. cr^). then a = 0. Therefore, 
+ 2abE{et} + b^Var{et} Var{et) 
implying 
= 1 -  {3°?. 
This is the well known result for the conditional maximum likelihood estimator of the 
autoregressive parameter with iid normal errors (refer to Fuller. 1996, page 408). 
Now. we consider a general stationary autoregressive process of finite order. For an 
AR{p) process, /3 is a. p dimensional vector. The idea of the proof is same cis the proof 
for .'\R(1) process. Using Taylor series expajision and equating the derivative of the 
estimated log-likelihood to 0. we obtain 
0 d f 3  
(0„) -/3°)' (y3(0„) (0„) -/3°) 
(4.42) 
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where 
Ao = 
Aj = 
ff'L 
an d^L an 
Wl d 13 id 02 • apidp 
d^L a^L a^L 
dp id (3 2 W2 ' 
d^L a^L a^L 
dfi^dfip d(32dl3p 
- Wp 
d^{d0, 
d 13 J) (3 2d (5 J 
d^L 
d^L 
WWj 
Sf^L 
• W d^^ Wj 
L 
d f L  d ^ L  f f ' L  
d(3idJpd0j "' d0ldl3j 
: j  =  I , . . . p .  
{e,(3)=(e^.f3:) 
0'„ is on the line segment joining /3° and 0(9^). In Theorem 4.3 the limiting distribution 
of _/30j will be derived using this Taylor expansion. 
Theorem 4.3 Consider the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying 
Vf = 4- 32^t-2 + • • • + 3pYt-p + Cf. (4.43) 
where tt F. and F(-) is a zero mean, finite variance cx^ (unknown) distribution func­
tion.Let f, be the probability density function of the errors. Let mi.mQ mp be the 
roots of 
— ^ = 0. 
t=i 
and assume \ mi |< 1;/ = 1,2, ....p. .Assume that the errors are transformed to normal 
by a transformation g, where the inverse of g. say h, is a spline function. Also assume 
that h is monotone increasing, has at least two continuous derivatives and ^ ^  ^ 
mi > 0. Let the parameter space for {(3.6) be B x Q which is a convex, compact set 
containing the true value of the parameter vector {(3°. 6^) as an interior point. Let On be 
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an estimator of the spline parameters. Let /3 be the maximum likelihood estimator 
of /3. with 6 fixed at dn- In addition to assumptions B.l and B.2 of Theorem 4-1 assume: 
B . 3  =  O p  ( n - i )  .  
Then 
0, 
where G2 and G as in Theorem 4.2. and 
( 
r = 
7k(0) 7k(1) 7v(p-l) 
7y'(l) 7^(0) ••• 7y(p —2) 
\ 
^ 7 y (p- l )  - i v i p - ' l )  . . .  7 v -(0) J 
w h e r e  ' ) Y { h )  =  C o y  ( I j ,  V f + z i ) .  
Proof: It follows from part (b) of Lemma 4.3 that ^ is a consistent estimator 
of /3°. From equation (4.42) we get 
Ao (e„,/3°) + -l-UiagU^ ((9„) - /S®)' (/3 (fl„) - /3°)' 
f - ( - \  o \  d L ( 0 ^ , 0 ' )  
x(0(e„)-5°) = 
a2 
V Ap y 
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n h { p { e r ) - l 3 P )  =  
— < n-^Ao +2-'diag [(^ [K) -^3°)' (/3 (e„) -/3°)' , - i  
xn 2 5/3 
V Ap y J 
(4 
Outline of the proof 
_ , d L { e \ ( 3 ° )  
(i) Show that n 2 has a limiting normal distribution. Then use 
Lemma 4.4 to show that n ' —~ has a limiting normal distribution. 
(ii) Show that n~'^Ao converges in probability to a constant matrix. 
(iii) Show that n~'^Aj 0. for all = 1 p. 
(iv) Combine the results in (i),(ii) and (ii) to get the conclusion. 
Now we prove the steps of the outline. 
Proof of (i) Note that 
d L  { e \ ^ ° )  
d3k 
= E 
t=p+l 
3g(6„9°) 
dx 
-1 
d'gic.e") 
d x ^  vi-a 
= G { e t , e ° ) Y t - k .  ^-=l,...,p. 
t=p+i 
Let i' — (£1. £21 • - • 1 ^m) • 
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Consider the linear combination. 
n p 
n 
d0 
= n-"' 
t=p+l t=l 
t=P+i 
We note that 
E I  G  [ c t ,  0°) ^kYt-k [ = 0 for all t. 
k=l 
dL 
Therefore t  is a zero mean random variable. 
Now {>'(} is a stationary autoregressive process. Hence, by Theorem 2.10. it hcis an 
infinite moving average representation given by 
OO 
v ( ^ UJitt-i-
«=o 
.Also note that 
7K(0) = 0-2 
1=0 
OC 
= o"~^7y(0) < oc. 
1=0 
Let Trn = cr (e^, t <m). 
Now. 
E \ ' '  
m=0 
oo 
= E 
771=0 fc=l J=0 
£ 5:4c(£,+,.fl°)vp+.-i i J'-
.fc=i 
E |G(ep+i,0°) 5^4 5Iu;^ep+i-fc-3k(et,^ < -m) 
OO 
=  £ { g 2  
m=C 
CO . . 
= ^ Y1 ^P+l-k-s^ 
771=0 Lfc=l S= — CO 
f ^p+l-fc-j^p+l-j-5 
k=l s=p+l—k+m 
m=0 ^^<:=lj=l i=—oo 
We note that 
p p -m 
1 _ A : _ 5 a ; p + <  o o .  s i n c e  7 y - ( A r  -  j )  <  o c .  
Ar=lj=l a=-oo 
And E^G = 0. Therefore, 
E 
m=0 
£|f:4g(£,+,.9°)vp+.-i i :f-.. = 0. 
Hence, by central limit Theorem for stationary sequences (refer to Theorem 2.5). 
p 
fc=i t=p+i 
a;v(0.f2) 
where 
= £|g(e,+,.9°)524v;+.-»| + 
2 f  £(fg(£,+,.9' ')f:fa;+.-i) fg(£,.e°)f 4vu 
£=p+2 l \ fc=l / \ fc=l 
= E[G'' 
fc=i 
where 
r = 
7v(0) 
7r(l) 
7K(1) 
7K (0) 
^7y-(p-l) 7v-(p-2) 
Taylor series expansion gives 
. .  7k(p-1) 
.. 7k(p-2) 
7k(0) 
\ 
,  dL  
n ~ ^ t  -
dl3 
= n ' 
i=p+l ifc=i 
+ 
(fl„ -  «°) n-' Y. 
£=p+l 
ag(£„«;) '  , 
a# e w.-k k=l 
, (4.45) 
for some on the line segment joining d °  and 6 ^ .  Now 0„ A- 9°, and by Lemma 4.4, 
E 
«=p+i 
±e.yu de k=l 
0, 
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uniformly in 0 G 0. where 0 is a convex, compact set containing jls an interior point. 
Hence, 
t=p+i 39 fc=i 
0. 
.A.lso. ^/n (On — is Op (1). Therefore, from equation (4.45) it follows that the limiting 
[G ELi 4V',_fc] . Hence, 
distribution of ^ same 35 the limiting distribution of 
. d L ( K . l 3 ° )  .  , 
n-h' ^ 4yv(0,uf). 
d0 
It follows that 
_ , d L { K , l 3 ° )  
n 2 
d/3 
iv(0,{£:{g2(e,.^°)}r}). 
Proof of (ii) We note that 
" d(3d(3 t=2 
Now 9n A and by Lemma 4.4. 
n - ' ^ G 2  { e , , e )  A  7 r  { i - J )  E  { G 2  i c t . 9 ) }  
t=2 
uniformly in ^ € 0. where 0 is a convex, compact set containing as an interior point. 
Therefore. 
where 
=>• n 
n-'Ao -^e{g2(6„0°)}r. 
r = 
7y(0) 7y(l) 
7k(1) 1Y{0) 
7i'(p - 1) 
' T r i p -  2 )  
\ 
^7k(p-1) ' ) y [ p - 2 )  . . .  7y(0) 
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Proof of (iii) By Lemma 4.2, 0 y3°. Therefore. n~^ ^d^dQ difk 
in probability as n —> oo (by Lemma 4.5). 
Proof of (iv) Hence combining (i)-(iii) and using Lemma 2.2 we obtain from equation 
(4.44), 
n-k (M&n) -13°) N (o, [^{g2(€,.0°)}r]' '  [£;{g2(e,,0}r] [e{g2(e,.^)}r]' '  
^ [^{g2(6„^)}]' 
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE SPLINE METHOD 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 4 we described a procedure for estimating the error distribution of an 
autoregressive process and for obtaining an improved estimator of the vector of autore­
gressive parameters. We have examined the limiting behavior of these procedures to 
justify their use in large samples. In practice the sample size is always finite. Therefore, 
it is important to know how well these asymptotic results hold for samples of finite size. 
In this chapter we explore this question by simulations with samples of different sizes. 
We also formulate an algorithm to construct a confidence interval for prediction. We 
present simulation results and compare the performance of the procedure with those of 
the traditional methods. 
5.2 The Procedure 
5.2.1 Estimation of the Error Distribution 
To estimate the error distribution of an autoregressive process we first fit the autore­
gressive process by the method of least squares and calculate the least squares residuals. 
To obtain a spline fit, the residuals are then ordered and regressed on the corresponding 
spline basis matrix formed from the standard normal quajitiles. We start with a linear 
regression fit where the ordered residuals are regressed on the Blom scores. If the resid­
uals are samples from a normal distribution, then the true function is linear. In practice 
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one tests to see if the fit is adequate. Sometimes the linear model will be rejected, even if 
the errors are from normal distribution, especially in moderate and small samples. This 
is because the residuals are used in the estimation procedure instead of the true errors 
(residuals are not independent), and because of sampling fluctuations. For error distri­
butions other than normal, the linear fit will often be rejected. If a linear fit is rejected, 
we opt for a spline fit. The next step is a regression spline with number of parameters 
one more than the linear regression model. A C-SIDE cubic spline with three join points 
satisfies the requirements and is a good candidate since it produces a smooth curve with 
two continuous derivatives. Therefore, we regress the ordered residuals on the C-SIDE 
spline basis given by (2.6) with p = 3. The first and the last join points are placed in 
such a way that there are only two observations in each of the two extreme segments of 
the spline. The other join points are equally spaced on the normal scale. If a spline with 
three join points is still inadequate we keep on increasing the number of knots until a 
good fit is obtained. Since we are fitting a distribution function, at each stage we also 
check the nonnegativity of the derivative of the spline function. If a negative derivative 
is detected, we fit a spline with more join points. To measure the adequacy of the fit. 
at each step we perform a goodness-of-fit test, known as the Anderson-Darling test (see 
Stephens. 1974) that is described below. 
Anderson-Darling Test for Normality 
Let {A',}".! be a sample of observations from some distribution F. We want to test the 
null hypothesis Hq : F is the cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution 
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vs. Hq : F is not a normal cumulative distribution function. Let 
-y = 
t=i 
t=l 
where $(•) is the cumulative distribution function of A'^(0.1). Let Zi-n denote the /-th 
order statistic of the Z, values, and let 
A, = max{lO~',Z.;„(l - Zn+i-im)} • 
The .A.nderson-Darling test statistic for testing normality is 
.4 = -ri + i-^)f^[l + log(A.) . 
\  n  J  L n 
Such a construction of A  avoids taking logarithm of very smail numbers. At a given 
nominal type I error level a. the .\nderson-Darling test rejects the null hypothesis if 
.4 > Aq, where is the critical value at level a. The values of .4q are tabulated in 
Table 5.1. 
In our application we test the normality of = p+ L...n} where h is 
the fitted spline (or linear regression), et's are the residuals, 6 is the vector of spline 
parameters (or linear regression parameters). The type I error level is fixed at 0.25. 
5.2.2 Estimation of the Autoregressive Parameters 
We use the methodology developed in section 4.3 to obtain estimators of the autore­
gressive parameters. Thus treating the estimated error distribution from section 5.2.1 as 
the true error distribution, we evaluate the estimated loglikehood given by (4.16) over a 
fine grid of /3i x x • • • x Sp, where 'x' denotes the Cartesian product, when a p-th order 
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Table 5.1 Critical Values for the Ander­
son-Darling Test. Source: Dodd 
(1996). 
Nominal Type I Error Critical Value 
0.9999 0.000-
0.99 0.127-
0.90 0.193-
0.75 0.250-
0.50 0.340-
0.25 0.465-
0.15 0.576 
0.10 0.656 
0.05 0.787 
0.025 0.918 
0.01 1.092 
* denotes an approximate value. 
process is estimated. Then we choose the combination of • 3p) for which the value 
of the estimated loglikehood is maximum. Once we obtain an estimator of (/3i,.. . 3 p ) .  
we calculate the residuals and then use these residuals to recalculate the spline relation­
ship (or equivalently re-estimate the error distribution) using the procedure developed 
in section 5.2.1. In a subsequent step we re-estimate the autoregressive parameters using 
the new estimated error distribution. We repeat the cycle in the Monte Carlo study. 
It is to be noted that in our Monte Carlo study, we deviate a little from the theory 
of Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 we always assumed the number of knots to be fixed. But in 
the Monte Carlo simulations we actually choose the number of knots. 
5.2.3 Confidence Interval for Prediction 
In the Monte Carlo study we use the estimated error distribution of the autoregressive 
process to construct confidence intervals for predictions. Let the prediction for the zero 
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mean stationary autoregressive process of order p be 
p 
^n+l — 0ii6n)^n+l-i-
t=l 
where ^{dn) is the maximum likelihood estimator of the autoregressive parameter 0. 
with the vector of spline parameters 0 fixed at 6n and 0i{6n) is the f-th component of 
^{On). The prediction error is 
Vn+l ~ ^n+1 — Cn+1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ^n—2 — • • • — ^/3p(0n) ^p] ^n-p+I • 
(5.1) 
We propose two methods for the construction of confidence intervals for predictions. 
1. Naive Method: .^.n approximate 100(1 — a)% naive confidence interval for 
prediction is the interval 
where and Qc.i-f are the | and (1 — quantiles of the estimated error distribu­
tion. This interval ignores the variability due to the estimation of the autoregressive 
parameters, and. hence, we call it a naive interval. 
2. Improved Method: .A.n improved interval construction would take the vari­
ability in the estimation of the autoregressive parameters into consideration. We know 
the limiting distribution of (p{6n) — , and this distribution can be used to con­
struct an approximate confidence interval. We note that and i^ i{On) — 3i)Yn -i-
{32{0n) — ^2)yn-i H f" (/?p(^n) —/^pjK-p+i are independent. Therefore, if we generate 
an observation from the distribution of £(, and independently generate another observa­
tion from the distribution of — [A"(^n) — A] K-i+i, the sum of the two generated 
numbers is an observation from the distribution of Vii+i — (refer to equation (5.1)). 
The estimated error distribution can be used in place of the true error distribution, and 
the limiting distribution of tzj {p{dn) — /3°) can be used to generate an observation from 
the distribution of - ELi(A' [^n) - /3,] The details of such a procedure are: 
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1. Generate an observation, say e' from the estimated error distribution. 
2. Independently generate a rajidom vector, say (ri Vp)'. from the asymptotic 
distribution of nz {p{6n) — 0°^ . Let 
r = n " 2 ( r i , . . .  T p )  ( V ; ,  . . . .  V ' „ - p + i )  ( 5 . 2 )  
3. Calciilate e = e' + r as an observation from the distribution of in+i — Vn+i . 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 N times. 
5. Calculate the empirical percentiles based on the iV e values. 
6. The 100(1 — q)% confidence intervai for prediction is given by 
- e.p. . v;+i + e.p. (i - ^ )) • (•5-3) 
where e.p.(7 )  is the empirical 7  percentile obtained in step 5. 
To calculate the empirical percentiles of the convolution of e„+i and {3i{6n) — i3i)V'„ + 
(^2(^n) - ^ 2)^71-1 + • • • + {3p{6n) - Jp)lji_p+i we need to generate a large number of 
observations. Therefore, the method of constructing a confidence interval for prediction 
outlined in the six steps is very computationally extensive. 
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we approximated the prediction error distribution 
by the distribution of a random variable that is a multiple of the error random variable. 
The procedure is described in the following paragraphs. 
Let UB,\- and LB^ be, respectively, the upper and lower bounds of the naive interval. 
Let 
= (v;, y;_i,... v;_p+i) var [hen)] (v;, in_i,.... y;-p+i)', (5.4) 
and 
= (v'n. y;_i,... v;_p+i) var [kk)} (>;, v'„-i k-p+i)'. (5.5) 
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wbere VAR (/3(0„)) is the estimated variance of P{6n)- An estimator of the error vari-
ajice IS 
n-p 
cr"^  = —^ (Cf - e)^ . (5.6) 
" -P ^  
where e/s are the residuals and e is the mean of the residuals. Let 
'-(•-a'-
From equation (o.l) and the independence of the e/s. an estimator of the variance of 
the prediction error is 
v" (v;+i -  v;+i) = u + a^ 
= k^a'^. 
Because the variance of the random variable kcn+i is same as the variance of (jt'n+i — i'Wi j 
we will approximate (V'n+i — Vn+i) by the random variable e„+i = ken+i. To construct 
a 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for prediction we find a and b such that 
ct = P (cn+i ^ b) ~ P (e„+i < a) 
=  P -  P <  j) ( 0 .7) 
Suppose, we have c and d such that 
Q = P(en+l < <^) - ^'(en+l < c) 
Then taicing b = kd and a — kc one can satisfy equation (5.7), and the confidence 
interval for prediction is 
[K+1 + kqi^z, y„+i + , (5.8) 
where gt.a and qc,i-f are. respectively, the | and 1 — f quantiles of the estimated error 
distribution of the autoregressive process. 
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The confidence interval for prediction given by equation (5.S) is an approximate 
interval. But our empirical studies show that it performs better than the intervals 
constructed using the neuve method. Of course, if one has time and resources it is 
preferable to use equation (5.3). In our simulations the performance of the short cut 
method confidence interval for prediction is very close to the performance of the interval 
given by equation (5.3), particularly when the error distribution has a single mode. 
5.2.4 The Computer Code 
We wrote a computer code using FORTRAN ajid the N.A.G library to investigate the 
performance of the spline method through simulations. In our code one needs to supply 
the following inputs. 
• The error distribution functions. 
• Order of the autoregression and the autoregressive parameters. 
• Sample size. 
• The grid size and the step size for the search to calculate the maximum likelihood 
estimator of 0. 
• random seed to start the simulation process. 
• Maximum number of join points allowed (suggested value between 20 and 25). 
• Number of independent runs desired. 
• Critical value for the Anderson-Darling test. 
The computer program produces the following outputs. 
• The number of join points of the fitted spline and the spline parameter estimates. 
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• Estimated percentiles of the error distribution. 
• Estimated values of the autoregressive parameters (spline method and least squares 
method). 
• Actual coverages of the 90% and 95% nominal confidence intervals for one period 
predictions (naive method, spline method and least squares method) and length 
of the intervals. 
5.3 Simulation Results 
In this section we present the Monte Carlo performance of the spline method for some 
different error distributions. The purpose of the Monte Carlo study is to determine how 
well the asymptotic theory of earlier chapters performs in practice. In particular, our 
simulation study addresses the three objectives of the estimation procedures: 
(i) Estimation of the quantiles of the error distribution. 
(ii) Estimation of the parameters of the autoregressive process. 
(iii) Construction of the confidence intervals for prediction. 
We do so through two sets of simulations, one with stationary AR(2) processes, and the 
other with stationary .A.R(1) processes. 
5.3.1 AR(2) Processes 
In our simulations we generated observations from stationary autoregressive processes 
of order two. with roots (i) O.S. 0.3 and (ii) 0.2. 0.3. Independent, identically distributed 
errors with zero means were generated from the following distributions: 
1. Chi-square with 2 df, corrected for the mean by subtracting 2. 
2. Chi-square with 3 df. corrected for the mean by subtracting 3. 
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3. Normal(O.l). 
4. 90%A/'(1.1) and 10%iV(—9,1) mixture. 
The sample size is 100. ajid 500 independent runs were performed for each configuration. 
The model is 
= do + PiYt-i 4-1^2^1-2 + Cf- (5.9) 
For the two sets of roots the parameters are 
= (0.1.1,-0.24), and 
(/3o,/5i./?i) = (0.0.5,-0.06). 
The first step in the estimation is to estimate (,/?orby ordinary least squares. The 
procedure described in sections 5.2.1 —5.2.3 weis then followed to obtain estimators of the 
error distributions and estimators of the autoregressive parameters. In Tables 5.2 — 5.19 
\j' refers to the mean corrected Xd error distribution. 
5.3.1.1 Estimated Quantiles of the Error Distribution 
We estimated the 0.025, 0.05. 0.1, 0.5. 0.9, 0.95. 0.975 quantiles of the error distri­
butions and used these quantiles to compute the confidence intervals for predictions. In 
our simulations we set the .A.nderson-Darling Type I level at 0.25. Table 5.2 presents 
the properties of estimated quantiles of the error distributions. The standard errors 
of the Monte Carlo estimators of the quantiles are given in parentheses. In Table 5.3 
the true errror quantiles are tabulated. From Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 we see that the 
average values of the estimated quantiles agree well with the true quajitiles, although 
there are significant biases for some quantiles (marked by dagger in Table 5.2). Biases 
are not surprising for the Chi-square error distribution because the spline is only an 
approximation to the true distribution function. 
Table 5.2 IC.sUinaled Quant ilcs of llic Ivrror Di.slribulions, AH(2) Process, .Sani[)lesize 
= 100, Number of sani|)l(\s= 500 
Hoots Distribution Quantiles 
0.025 0.050 0.100 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.975 
-1.9461 -I.8692t -1.7603' -0.6206 2.6058 4.0029 5.5538 
(0.0026) (0.0025) (0.0032) (0.0085) (0.0249) (0.0346) (0.0525) 
-2.7672' -2.5956' -2.3558' -0.6449 3.3027 4.9528' 6.5088' 
(0.0058) (0.0053) (0.0061) (0.0118) (0.0276) (0.0396) (0.0579) 
0.8,o.a N(0,l) -1.9540 -1.6430 -1.2674 -0.0084 1.2659' 1.6388 1.9586 
(0.0099) (0.0084) (0.0075) (0.0059) (0.0073) (0.0083) (0.0098) 
0.9 N(l,l) -9.4173 -7.8799 -4.9208 0.9998 2.2970 2.6807 3.000 
0.1 N(-9,l) (0.0521) (0.0881) (0.0895) (0.0080) (0.0101) (0.0113) (0.0137) 
\2* -1.9497 -1.8723' -1.7542' -0.6148 2.6530 4.0527 5.5949' 
(0.0033) (0.0025) (0.0034) (0.0084) (0.0249) (0.0352) (0.0531) 
-2.7612' -2.5931' -2.3553' -0.6282 3.3500' 5.0262' 6.6081' 
(0.0051) (0.0048) (0.0060) (0.0121) (0.0278) (0.0389) (0.0564) 
0.2,0.3 N(0,1) -1.9584 -1.6400 -1.2671' -0.0008 1.2678' 1.6334 1.9514 
(0.0096) (0.0080) (0.0069) (0.0055) (0.0064) (0.0077) (0.0094) 
0.9 N(l,l) -9.3685 -7.7629 -4.8167 0.9721 2.2550 2.6463 2.9767 
O.i N(-9,l) (0.0502) (0.0879) (0.0908) (0.0078) (0.0093) (0.0104) (0.0127) 
f; Significant Bias. For inixluro of normals losting was not done, since the exact quantilcs are not 
readily available. 
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Table 5.3 True Quantiles of the Error Distributions 
Distribution Quajitiles 
0.025 0.050 0.100 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.975 
xl' -1.9494 -1.8974 -1.7893 -0.614 2.605 3.991 5.378 
xl' -2.7842 -2.6482 -2.4156 -0.634 3.251 4.815 6.348 
N(0,1) -1.960 -1.645 -1.282 0.000 1.282 1.645 1.960 
The standard errors of the means of the estimated quantiles are large at the right 
tail of the Chi-square error distribution. This is expected because the upper tail of 
Chi-square is longer than the lower tail. Since the normal distribution is a symmetric 
distribution, the standard errors of the estimated quantiles should be the same for IOOq-
th and 100(1 — Q)-th percentiles. Our simulation study supports that. For the mixture 
of two normal distributions, the higher standard errors at either extreme reflect the fact 
that the distribution is more dispersed in those regions. 
It is to be noted that the number of join points required to estimate the mixture of 
normals error distribution is more than the number of join points required to estimate the 
other error distributions. For the mixture of normals distribution, the average number 
of join points is 9.788 and the standard deviation is 1.780. For Xj errors the average 
number of join points is 5.052. and the standard deviation is 1.669. For \3 errors the 
average number of join points is 4.098. and the standard deviation is 1.249. For normal 
errors we obtain a straight line for most of the samples. Sometimes we get a fit with 3 
or 4 join points. The average number of join points is 2.328. and the standard deviation 
is 0.963. 
We are using a fitted spline to estimate the error distribution. To further investigate 
how well we are performing in estimating the distribution we look at the estimated 
median. The approximate variance of the sample median of n (for n odd) iid observations 
from a ;V(0.1) distribution is (Cadwell.1952: David 1971, page 214 - 215) 
8(7r-3)5" Var( Median) = 
- + 45 ^ ^ (- + 45)2 (5.10) 
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where n = 2s + 1.5 = 0.1.2 Therefore, for n = 99. the standard error of the 
500 j ~ 0.0056. Our estimated 
standard error of the mean estimated median for 500 nms of sample size 100 from the 
autoregressive process with iV(0,1) errors is close to 0.0056. It is to be noted that 
we are not giving the impression that one should get a standard error of 0.0056 for 
the mean of the medians when the true distribution is normal. The sample median is a 
nonparametric estimator of the median and our estimator is a semiparametric estimator. 
Therefore, if one uses the true transformation with iid observations, it is possible to get 
a lower standard error of the estimator of median, on the order of the standard error 
of the mean. The residuals are not iid, and the sample size is not large, so we get a 
standard error close to that of the sample median. 
5.3.1.2 Coverage of the Confidence Interval for Prediction 
To calculate the actual coverage of an interval we generated 1000 future observations 
for each sample and calculated the proportion of the 1000 observations that fall into the 
confidence interval for prediction constructed for that sample. We repeated this proce­
dure 500 times to obtain an estimated mean coverage and the standard deviation of the 
coverage proportion. The results are summarized in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, for the 
naive method and the improved method, respectively. Table 5.6 was generated in a sim­
ilar way with traditional normal prediction intervals. In Table 5.4. Table 5.5 and Table 
5.6 the mean coverages and the standard errors of the mean coverages (in parentheses) 
are presented for the naive intervals, the modified intervals and the traditional normal 
intervals. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 demonstrate the superiority of the spline method over 
the traditional normal confidence intervals for predictions. 
For the Chi-square error distributions we see that the actual coverages of the spline 
methods are closer to the nominal than the normal prediction intervals. For all distri­
butions the coverages of the modified spline nominal 95% intervals are close to. but less 
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Table 5.4 Average Lengths and .Average Coverages of Confi­
dence Intervals for Predictions. AR(2) Process: Spline 
Method (Naive intervals), n=100, 500 samples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.8. 0.3 
xl' 5.972 0.8863 
(0.035) (0.0015) 
7.500 0.9444 
(0.053) (0.0013) 
xi' 7.548 0.8870 
(0.039) (0.0014) 
9.276 0.9423 
(0.058) (0.0012) 
Normal(O.l) 3.252 0.8903 
(0.011) (0.0014) 
3.892 0.9433 
(0.014) (0.0010) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.561 0.8875 
(0.087) (0.0019) 
12.417 0.9400 
(0.052) (0.0015) 
0.2. 0.3 
\2" 6.025 0.8884 
(0.035) (0.0016) 
7.545 0.9452 
(0.053) (0.0012) 
xi' 7.619 0.8897 
(0.039) (0.0014) 
9.369 0.9489 
(0.056) (0.0011) 
Normal(O.l) 3.253 0.8909 
(0.011) (0.0014) 
3.890 0.9429 
(0.013) (0.0010) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.408 0.8819 
(0.087) (0.0018) 
12.345 0.9371 
(0.050) (0.0015) 
than 95%. The naive spline intervals always have coverages slightly less than that of the 
modified intervals. 
In the normal case the traditional intervals based on normal theory are optimal and 
should give nearly exact coverages. In the normal case the performance of the spline 
method is very close to the performance of the normal intervals. The coverages for 
the normal intervals are slightly greater than the spline method, but the length of the 
interval is also slightly greater. The standard errors of the average lengths of the spline 
intervals are similar to the standard errors of the average lengths of the normal intervals. 
For the mixture of normals error distribution, the normal confidence intervals for 
predictions perform well at the 90% nominal level. But the actual coverages of the 
normal intervals do not increase much with an increase in the nominal level. This is 
reflected in the result that the actual coverages of the 95% nominal intervals are between 
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Table 5.0 Average Lengths and Average Coverages of Confi­
dence Intervals for Predictions, AR(2) Process: Spline 
Method (Modified intervals), n=100, 500 sajnples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.8. 0.3 
xl' 5.980 0.8900 
(0.035) (0.0015) 
7.509 0.9469 
(0.053) (0.0013) 
xl' 7.561 0.8995 
(0.039) (0.0014) 
9.292 0.9467 
(0.058) (0.0012) 
Normal(O.l) 3.283 0.8955 
(0.011) (0.0014) 
3.930 0.9454 
(0.014) (0.0010) 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
10.562 0.8964 
(0.087) (0.0019) 
12.418 0.9492 
(0.052) (0.0015) 
0.2. 0.3 
xl' 6.072 0.8996 
(0.035) (0.0016) 
7.569 0.9458 
(0.053) (0.0013) 
xi' 7.632 0.8954 
(0.039) (0.0014) 
9.386 0.9478 
(0.056) (0.0011) 
Normal(O.l) 3.285 0.8940 
(0.011) (0.0013) 
3.927 0.9459 
(0.013) (0.0010) 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.409 0.8928 
(0.087) (0.0017) 
12.347 0.9447 
(0.050) (0.0015) 
90% and 91% on the average, as opposed to about 94% to 95% for the spline method. 
Not only is the coverage of the spline method closer to the nominal 95%, but the average 
length of the intervals is slightly shorter. 
The ability to produce coverages that are close to the nominal, even for difficult error 
distributions like mixture of normals (in the sense that it has a somewhat flat region in 
the distribution function) shows that the cleiss of regression splines is rich enough to pick 
up different regions of the distribution function with varying curvatures and to estimate 
the quantiles efficiently. 
5.3.1.3 Estimators of the Autoregressive Parameters 
Table 5.7 compares the spline method with the method of least squares with respect 
to the estimators of the autoregressive parameters. The true (/3i,/?2) values are (1.1, 
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Table 5.6 .Average Lengths and Average Coverages of Normal 
Confidence Intervals for Predictions. .AR(2) Process. 
n=100. 500 samples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
O.S. 0..3 
\2' 6.739 0.9306 
(0.045) (0.0014) 
8.038 0.9400 
(0.058) (0.0012) 
xi' S.102 0.9285 
(0.044) (0.0012) 
9.675 0.9416 
(0.058) (0.0010) 
Normal(O.l) 3.332 0.9001 
(0.011) (0.0012) 
3.951 0.9505 
(0.013) (0.0009) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.360 0.9000 
(0.060) (0.0005) 
12.523 0.9062 
(0.071) (0.0005) 
0.2, 0.3 
xl' 6.589 0.9274 
(0.043) (0.0013) 
8.070 0.9402 
(0.056) (0.0012) 
Xs 8.098 0.9283 
(0.045) (0.0014) 
9.666 0.9416 
(0.058) (0.0012) 
NormaJ(0,l) 3.291 0.8998 
(0.011) (0.0011) 
3.927 0.9492 
(0.013) (0.0008) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.393 0.9005 
(0.059) (0.0005) 
12.419 0.9021 
(0.071) (0.0004) 
I l l  
Table 5.7 Comparison of Spline Method With the Method of 
Least Squares, AR(2) Process: Parameter Estimates, 
n=100, 500 samples 
Roots Distribution Property 01 02 
Spline L.S. Spline L.S. 
0.8, 0.3 
xl' Meaxi 
s.d. 
1.1024 1.0877 
0.0376 0.0942 
-0.2454 -0.2439 
0.0376 0.0959 
xt Mean 
s.d. 
1.1005 1.0843 
0.0538 0.1008 
-0.2459 -0.2358 
0.0562 0.1012 
Normal(0,l) Mean 
s.d. 
1.0703 1.0781 
0.1040 0.0992 
-0.2402 -0.2309 
0.1004 0.0979 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
1.0782 1.0852 
0.0745 0.0951 
-0.2278 -0.2361 
0.0733 0.0932 
0.2, 0.3 
xt Mean 
s.d. 
0.5050 0.4963 
0.0420 0.0928 
-0.0586 -0.0641 
0.0393 0.0994 
xi' Mean 
s.d. 
0.5018 0.4931 
0.0586 0.0996 
-0.0602 -0.0673 
0.0539 0.0959 
Normal(0,l) Mean 
s.d. 
0.4865 0.4940 
0.1078 0.1064 
-0.0703 -0.0665 
0.0998 0.0966 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.4784 0.4889 
0.0900 0.1017 
-0.0745 -0.0632 
0.0853 0.0979 
L.S = Least Squares, s.d. = Sample Standard Deviation of/5,', i = 1.2. 
-0.24) and (0.5.-0.06) when the roots of the characteristic equation are (O.S.0.3) and 
(0.2.0.3) respectively. Table 5.7 presents the averages (first line) and standard deviations 
(second line) of the estimates of the autoregressive parameters. 
For the Chi-square error distributions the standard errors of the spline parameter 
estimators are much smaller than the corresponding standard errors of the least square 
estimators. For two degree-of-freedom Chi-square errors, the spline variances are less 
than one half those of the least squares. 
For the mixture of two normals the spline method has standard errors that are about 
10 to 25% smaller than those of the least squares method. For the normal errors, the 
least squares method is equivalent to the method of conditional maximum likelihood. As 
expected, the spline method is inferior to the method of least squares in this situation. 
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But the loss is less than 10% in terms of variance. 
5.3.1.4 Effect of Sample Size 
To see the effect of sample size on the properties of estimators and coverage proba­
bilities, we performed simulations with second order autoregressive processes of sample 
sizes 50. 100 and 400. The configurations and error distributions are as described in 
Section 5.3.1. 
Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 are similar to Table 5.2 and present the estimated quantiles 
and the estimated standard errors of the estimated quantiles for samples of sizes 50 
and 400 respectively. The absolute bias in the estimated quantiles decreases with the 
increase in sample size. But at the same time the standard errors also decrease. Thus 
the bias often remains significant at the large sample size. 
Using equation (5.10) for n = 399, the approximate standard error for the mean of 
500 medians of samples of size 400 from a N(O.l) distribution is 0.0028. The standard 
deviation of the 500 sample medians is 0.0626. Recall that we have mentioned in section 
5.3.1.1 that, if one uses the correct transformation, it is possible to obtain a standard 
error of median that is lower than the approximate standard error given by (5.10). 
For sample size 400, the fitted spline approximates the true underlying transformation 
very well. Thus for sample size 400. the estimated standard error of the median of the 
normal distribution is 0.0026 which is slightly lower than 0.0028. The standard error of 
the mean of 500 means from samples of size 400 is (400x500) ~ 0.0022. This shows that 
if we have enough data, it is possible to obtain a good spline fit and, hence, estimated 
standard errors of estimated quantiles that are lower than the standard errors of the 
sample quantiles. 
'I'able 5.8 Estimated Qiiaiitiles of tlie Error Distributions, AR(2) Process, Sample size 
= 50, Number of samples= 500 
Roots Distribution Qiiajililes 
0.025 0.050 0.100 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.975 
At -1.9515 -1.8550^ -1.7284^ -0.5983 2.6483 4.1447' 5.5404' 
(0.0056) (0.0050) (0.0060) (0.0122) (0.0349) (0.0518) (0.0787) 
-2.7803 -2.5730^ -2.315n -0.6405 3.3116 4.9668 6.4868 
(0.0116) (0.0095) (0.0098) (0.0175) (0.0406) (0.0572) (0.0821) 
0.8,0.3 N{0,1) -1.8816^ -1.5723f -I.2196f 0.0178 1.2460f 1.6002' 1.9115' 
(0.0155) (0.0131) (0.0115) (0.0097) (0.0116) (0.0133) (0.0154) 
0..9 N(],l) -9.295'! -7.3675 -4.6192 0.9793 2.3065 2.6858 3.0132 
0.1 N(-9,l) (0.0663) (0.1106) (0.1298) (0.0132) (0.0163) (0.0181) (0.0222) 
v^* \2 -1.9592 -1.8566^ -1.728^2 -0.5974 2.6732' 4.1945' 5.6110' 
(0.0058) (0.0045) (0.0052) (0.0120) (0.0333) (0.0499) (0.0750) 
X 2» \.3 -2.7687 -2.5643» -2.3095' -0.6162 3.4027' 5.0808' 6.6198' 
(O.Olll) (0.0085) (0.0091) (0.0166) (0.0403) (0.0578) (0.0825) 
0.2,0.3 N(0,1) -1.9408 -1.6208T -1.2554' -0.0006 1.2317' 1.5879' 1.9007' 
(0.0142) (0.0118) (0.0100) (0.0082) (0.0099) (0.0114) (0.0134) 
0.9 N(l,l) -9.3182 -7.2624 -4.4593 0.9367 2.2460 2.6286 2.9602 
0.1 N(-9,l) (0.0595) (0.1070) (0.1281) (0.0107) (0.0130) (0.0148) (0.0195) 
f: Signififant Bia.s. l-or inixUiro of noniial.s (e.sliiig \va.s not done, .siiico the exact cjdaiitiles are not 
readily availablo. 
Table 5.9 Eslimalcd Quantiles of llie lirror Distributions, AU(2) Process, Sami)le size 
= 400, Number of saniples= 500 
Roots Distribution Quantiles 
0.025 0.050 0.100 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.975 
xr -1.9501 -1.8903^ -1.7761^ -0.6094 2.5670^ 4.0371^ 5.5108^ 
(0.0009) (0.0010) (0.0014) (0.0044) (0.0128) (0.0174) (0.0261) 
xr -2.7761^ -2.6298^ -2.3960^ -0.6382 3.2670 4.9096^ 6.4967' 
(0.0021) (0.0024) (0.0029) (0.0058) (0.0143) (0.0192) (0.0279) 
0.8,0.:} N(0,1) -1.9607 -1.6412 -1.2771 -0.0023 1.2821 1.6360' 1.9552' 
(O.OO'lS) (0.0040) (0.0034) (0.0026) (0.0032) (0.0037) (0.0044) 
0.9 N(l,l) -9.8275 -8.1851 -4.8255 1.0134 2.2599 2.6592 2.9886 
0.1 N(-9,l) (0.0326) (0.0450) (0.0417) (0.0041) (0.0051) (0.0058) (0.0066) 
xt -1.9509 -1.8929^ -1.7819^ -0.C149 2.5776^ 4.0513^ 5.5252' 
(0.0008) (0.0010) (0.0014) (0.0044) (0.0121) (0.0156) (0.0232) 
\3 -2.77131 -2.625^9 -2.3931^ -0.6364 3.2887^ 4.9468^ 6.5555' 
(0.0020) (0.0023) (0.0029) (0.0062) (0.0145) (0.0188) (0.0267) 
0.2,0.3 N(0,1) -1.9659 -1.6450 -1.2793 0.0014 1.2819 1.6344 1.9524 
(0.0043) (0.0036) (0.0031) (0.0024) (0.0031) (0.0037) (0.0045) 
0.9 N(I,1) -9.8562 -8.2257 -4.8681 0.9990 2.2408 2.6388 2.9699 
0.1 N(-9,l) (0.0315) (0.0450) (0.0415) (0.0040) (0.0049) (0.0055) (0.0062) 
j; Significant Ui;»s. For mixture of normals testing was not done, since the exact quantiles are not 
readily available. 
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Table 5.10 and Table 5.11 are similar to Table 5.5 and present the averge coverages 
and standard errors of average coverages for samples of sizes 50 and 400 respectively. 
The actual coverages are closer to the nominal coverages for larger sample sizes. This is 
because the spline fit becomes better in larger samples. 
Table 5.10 .A^verage Lengths and Average Coverages of Confidence 
Intervals for Predictions. AR(2) Process: Spline Method 
(Modified intervals). n=50, 500 samples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
O.S. 0.3 
xl' 6.017 0.8775 
(0.053) (0.0026) 
7.515 0.9348 
(0.080) (0.0022) 
7.588 0.8801 
(0.057) (0.0022) 
9.327 0.9351 
(0.083) (O.OOIS) 
Normal(O.l) 3.240 0.8790 
(0.017) (0.0021) 
3.874 0.9321 
(0.021) (0.0016) 
0.9 N'(Ll) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10.077 0.8889 
(0.110) (0.0023) 
12.335 0.9351 
(0.066) (O.OOIS) 
0.2. 0.3 
\i' 6.078 0.8814 
(0.051) (0.0023) 
7.600 0.9363 
(0.076) (0.0020) 
\3* 7.683 0.8818 
(0.059) (0.0022) 
9.4.38 0.9360 
(0.084) (O.OOIS) 
Normal(O.l) 3.264 0.8846 
(0.016) (0.0020) 
3.907 0.9376 
(0.019) (0.0015) 
0.9 N'(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
9.942 0.8759 
(0.110) (0.0023) 
12.348 0.9327 
(0.075) (0.0019) 
Table 5.12 and Table 5.13 present the mean cind standard deviation of the estimators 
of autoregressive parajneters for the spline method aJid the least squares method for 
samples of size 50 and 400. respectively. We are interested to see how the spline estimator 
behaves with respect to the least squares estimator in terms of variance. In Figure 5.1 we 
plot the sample size on the horizontal axis and (1—Variance Ratio) on the vertical axis for 
the Chi-square and mixture of normal error distributions, where the Variance Ratio for 
3i is defined as the ratio of the sample variance of the spline estimator of 3i to the sample 
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Table 5.11 .Average Lengths ajid Average Coverages of Con­
fidence Intervals for Predictions, AR(2) Process: 
Spline Method (Modified intervals). n=400. 500 sam­
ples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.8. 0.3 
\2" 5.931 0.8972 
(0.017) (0.0009) 
7.466 0.9510 
(0.026) (0.0007) 
7.541 0.8979 
(0.019) (0.0008) 
9.275 0.9492 
(0.028) (0.0006) 
Normai(0,l) 3.285 0.8996 
(0.006) (0.0009) 
3.926 0.9496 
(0.007) (0.0006) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N'(-9,l) 
10.844 0.8991 
(0.044) (0.0013) 
12.816 0.9505 
(0.031) (0.0010) 
0.2. 0.3 
xi' 5.960 0.8996 
(0.019) (0.0009) 
7.495 0.9519 
(0.026) (0.0006) 
\i' 7.575 0.8982 
(0.019) (0.0009) 
9.329 0.9492 
(0.027) (0.0006) 
Normal(O.l) 3.288 0.8986 
(0.005) (0.0008) 
3.928 0.9493 
(0.007) (0.0006) 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
10-464 0.8941 
(0.044) (0.0013) 
12.826 0.9507 
(0.031) (0.0010) 
variance of the least squares estimator of J,. Thus. (1 — Variance Ratio) = 0 implies that 
the two estimators are equivalent in terms of variance. (1 — Variance Ratio) > 0 implies 
that the spline estimator of is superior to the least squares estimator of i?, in terms 
of variance, and (1 — Variance Ratio) < 0 implies that the least squares estimator of 3i 
is superior to the spline estimator of 3i in terms of variance. 
The larger the sample size the smaller is the standard deviation of the least squares 
estimator of /3. In the maximum likelihood method if an estimated distribution is used 
instead of the true distribution, it induces an extra variability in the estimator of /3. In 
the spline method we use an estimated error distribution to perform the majcimum like­
lihood estimation of (3. So the efficiency of the procedure is inferior to the full mziximum 
likelihood procedure with known error distribution. This is evident from the result for 
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Table 5.12 Comparison of Spline Method With the Method of 
Least Squares, AR(2) Process; Parameter Estimates. 
n=50, 500 samples 
Roots Distribution Property 02 
Spline L.S. Spline L.S. 
0.8. 0.3 
xr Mean 
s.d. 
1.0994 1.0828 
0.0764 0.1361 
-0.2486 -0.2519 
0.0715 0.1349 
x-r Mean 
s.d. 
1.1002 1.0722 
0.0998 0.1425 
-0.2579 -0.2351 
0.0998 0.1474 
Normal(0,l) Mean 
s.d. 
1.0518 1.0657 
0.1461 0.1471 
-0.2564 -0.2345 
0.1444 0.1470 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
1.0788 1.0746 
0.0946 0.1212 
-0.2334 -0.2387 
0.0926 0.1173 
0.2. 0.3 
X2" Mean 
s.d. 
0.5056 0.4973 
0.0787 0.1397 
-0.0614 -0.0657 
0.0743 0.1408 
X3" Mean 
s.d. 
0.5023 0.4934 
0.0965 0.1476 
-0.0720 -0.0777 
0.0996 0.1471 
Normal(0,l) Mean 
s.d. 
0.4911 0.4919 
0.1504 0.1484 
-0.0810 -0.0808 
0.1466 0.1488 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.4850 0.4897 
0.0969 0.14.33 
-0.0755 -0.0702 
0.0932 0.1446 
L.S = Least Squares, s.d. = Sample Standard Deviation of j,. i = 1.2. 
normal errors, where the least squares estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator 
of (3. In this case, except for sample size 50. the performance of the spline estimator is 
inferior to the performance of the least squares estimator, although the performances 
are close and nearly constant over different sample sizes. For sample size 50. often 
we have obtained slightly lower standard deviations for the spline estimators than the 
corresponding least squares estimators. This can be attributed to sampling fluctuation. 
For Chi-square error distributions the gain in using the spline method over the least 
squares method increases with an increase in sample size. This shows that the reduction 
in the variability of the distribution of 0spl ^ better estimated distribution is 
faster than the effect of variance reduction of due to larger sample size, where 0spl 
and I3[^s spline estimator and the least squares estimator of (3. respectively. 
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Table 5.13 Comparison of Spline Method With the Method of 
Least Squares. .A.R(2) Process: Parameter Estimates. 
n=400. 500 samples 
Roots Distribution Property 07 
Spline L.S. Spline L.S. 
O.S. 0.3 
X2' Mean 
s.d. 
1.1000 1.0946 
0.0089 0.0451 
-0.2402 -0.2397 
0.0096 0.0475 
x-r Mean 
s.d. 
1.0996 1.0939 
0.0188 0.0478 
-0.2403 -0.2370 
0.0188 0.0493 
Normal(0,l) Mean 
s.d. 
1.0953 1.0968 
0.0503 0.0483 
-0.2426 -0.2406 
0.0484 0.0475 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
1.0991 1.0983 
0.0463 0.0468 
-0.2361 -0.2393 
0.0465 0.0469 
0.2. 0.3 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.5000 0.4988 
0.0101 0.0500 
-0.0600 -0.0613 
0.0092 0.0496 
xf Mean 
s.d. 
0.5006 0.4994 
0.0195 0.0514 
-0.0593 -0.0628 
0.0197 0.0507 
Normal(O.l) Mean 
s.d. 
0.4959 0.4981 
0.0523 0.0515 
-0.0611 -0.0589 
0.0477 0.0470 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.4802 0.4948 
0.0510 0.0520 
-0.0637 -0.0600 
O.OoOl 0.0493 
L.S = Least Squares, s.d. = Sample Standard Deviation of j,, i  = 1.2. 
Because Chi-square is an extreme distribution as compared to the normal distribution, 
estimating the error distribution well has a large impact on the efficiency. 
The distribution function of the mi.xture of normals has a flat region between the 
two peaks. .A.s sample size increases it remains difficult to estimate the quantiles of the 
distribution in that region. .Also the tails of the distribution decline at the same rate 
cis the normal distribution. It is conjectured that these are the reasons that sample size 
reduces the vaxiance of the spline estimator for the mixture of normals distribution less 
than for the Chi-squaxe distributions. For sample size 400 the least squares estimator and 
the spline estimator become essentially equivalent in terms of variance for the mixture 
of normals distribution. 
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Figure 5.1 (!oinparison of tlie l'araniet(!r l''st.imal()r.s: Spline Mel,hod and Least S(|uare.s Method. 
Top left; Roots ; 0.8,0.3, \2 errors, Top riglit: Roots : 0.2,0.U, \\ errors, 
Middle left; Roots : 0.8,0.;i, \3 errors. Middle right: Roots ; 0.2,0.1}, errors, 
Hottoin left; Hoots : 0.8,0.;}, 0.9A'(I, 1) + O.I/V(-9, 1) errors, Hottoin riglit; Roots ; 0.2,0..'}, 0.()A'(1, I) + O.I/V(-9, 1) errors. 
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5.3.2 AR(1) Processes 
We also performed simulations with stationary autoregressive processes of order one. 
In our simulations the roots of the characteristic equation are 0. 0.7 aind 0.9. Errors 
were generated from the following distributions: 
1. Chi-square with 2 df, corrected for the mean by subtracting 2. 
2. Chi-square with 3 df. corrected for the mean by subtracting 3. 
3. Normal(O.l)-
4. 90%iV(l.l) and 10%7V(—9,1) mixture. 
The sample size is 100. and 500 independent runs were performed for each configuration. 
We started with the least squares estimator and then followed the procedure described 
in sections 5.2.1 — 5.2.3 to obtain estimators of the error distributions and estimators of 
the autoregressive parameters. Root= 0 and root= 0.9 are two interesting cases: in the 
first case the observations are iid. the latter is a near-unit-root situation. 
The results obtained are summarized in Table 5.14. Table 5.15. Table 5.16. and Table 
5.17. The results axe very similar to the results for the AR(2) situation. Our theory has 
been developed assuming the autoregressive process to be stationary. We are interested 
to see how well the theory works when a root of the process is near unity, such as a root 
= 0.9. Mean coverages with a root=0.9 are similar to the mean coverages in the other 
two situations. The standard errors of mean coverages are also comparable. There is a 
downward bias in the coverage probability in all three cases, similar to the downward 
bias in the coverage probability in simulations with the AR{2) process. 
Table 5.14 Kstimakul Quantilrs of l l i c  Imtoi - Dislribiilions, AH(1) Pro(c.ss, Sample 
size = 100, Numb(M- of saini)lcs= 500 
Root Distribution Quantiles 
0.025 0.050 0.100 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.975 
0.0 
v'f -1.9500 -1.8906 -1.7772 -0.6131 2.5892 4.0587 5.4991 
(0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0032) (0.0091) (0.0242) (0.0336) (0.0493) 
\r -2.7704 -2.5986 -2.3626 -0.6546 3.3083 4.9479 6.4634 
(0.0048) (0.0046) (0.0058) (0.0116) (0.0266) (0.0378) (0.0546) 
N(0,1) 
-1.9609 -1.6450 -1.2794 -0.0013 1.2709 1.6337 1.9469 
(0.0087) (0.0072) (0.0059) (0.0049) (0.0064) (0.0077) (0.0092) 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
-9.3586 -7.8046 -4.8658 0.9437 2.2347 2.6195 2.9348 
(0.0481) (0.0854) (0.0886) (0.0068) (0.0999) (0.0096) (0.0117) 
0.7 
vr -1.9439 -1.8715 -1.7550 -0.6079 2.6740 4.1691 5.5815 
(0.0022) (0.0025) (0.0034) (0.0090) (0.0242) (0.0337) (0.0493) 
-2.7588 -2.5953 -2.3608 -0.6677 3.3194 4.9828 6.5278 
(0.0051) (0.0046) (0.0055) (0.0116) (0.0277) (0.0378) (0.0551) 
N(0,1) 
-1.9468 -1.6282 -1.2650 0.0025 1.2682 1.6298 1.9468 
(0.0098) (0.0080) (0.0065) (0.0051) (0.0064) (0.0074) (0.0088) 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
-9.3613 -7.8442 -4.9273 0.9649 2.2698 2.6632 2.9897 
(0.0504) (0.0883) (0.0918) (0.0072) (0.0089) (0.0100) (0.0123) 
0.9 
-1.9435 -1.8713 -1.7545 -0.6045 2.6770 4.1689 5.5778 
(0.0027) (0.0028) (0.0035) (0.0089) (0.0240) (0.0335) (0.0492) 
xr -2.7627 -2.5983 -2.3612 -0.6255 3.3187 4.9807 6.5289 
(0.0055) (0.0054) (0.0066) (0.0125) (0.0292) (0.0392) (0.0551) 
N(0,1) -1.9450 -1.6296 -1.2652 0.0045 1.2680 1.6314 1.9457 
(0.0100) (0.0087) (0.0077) (0.0066) (0.0079) (0.0091) (0.0106) 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
-9.3140 -7.8174 -4.9088 1.0040 2.3247 2.7196 3.0466 
(0.0519) (0.0890) (0.0901) (0.0086) (0.0114) (0.0127) (0.0H9) 
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Table 0.15 Average Lengths and Average Coverages of 90% 
NominaJ Confidence Intervals for Predictions: AR(1) 
Process. n=100, 500 samples 
Root Distribution Spline Least Squares 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.0 
xl' 6.052 0.8917 
(0.034) (0.0009) 
6.584 0.9267 
(0.044) (0.0008) 
xs 7.559 0.8891 
(0.038) (0.0009) 
8.017 0.9267 
(0.042) (0.0008) 
Normal(0,l) 3.295 0.8962 
(0.011) (0.0013) 
3.278 0.8967 
(0.010) (0.0012) 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9J) 
10.432 0.8803 
(0.084) (0.0019) 
10.349 0.9009 
(0.062) (0.0004) 
0.7 
xr 6.044 0.8906 
(0.034) (0.0009) 
6.563 0.9267 
(0.045) (0.0008) 
xi' 7.599 0.8887 
(0.041) (0.0009) 
8.013 0.9267 
(0.044) (0.0008) 
Nornial(0,l) 3.274 0.8929 
(0.011) (0.0013) 
3.278 0.8967 
(0.010) (0.0012) 
0.9 N(14) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
10.510 0.8858 
(0.087) (0.0018) 
10.331 0.9005 
(0.058) (0.0004) 
0.9 
xl' 6.040 0.8905 
(0.034) (0.0010) 
6.548 0.9262 
(0.042) (0.0008) 
xl' 7.596 0.8894 
(0.040) (0.0009) 
8.036 0.9273 
(0.041) (0.0007) 
Normal(0,l) 3.280 0.8920 
(0.011) (0.0013) 
3.281 0.8963 
(0.010) (0.0012) 
0.9 N(l,l) 
0.1 N(-9,l) 
10.544 0.8887 
(0.088) (0.0018) 
10.461 0.9004 
(0.059) (0.0004) 
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Table 5.16 .Average Lengths and Average Coverages of 95% 
Nominal Confidence Interveds for Predictions: AR(1) 
Process, n=100. 500 samples 
Root Distribution Spline Least Squares 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.0 
xr 7.540 0.9460 
(0.050) (0.0008) 
7.841 0.9460 
(0.050) (0.0007) 
x-r 9.241 0.9487 
(0.055) (0.0007) 
9.628 0.9481 
(0.056) (0.0006) 
Normal(O.l) 3.927 0.9454 
(0.013) (0.0009) 
3.907 0.9463 
(0.013) (0.0009) 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
12.304 0.9355 
(0.047) (0.0015) 
12.333 0.9018 
(0.071) (0.0005) 
0.7 
xr 7.530 0.9458 
(0.050) (0.0008) 
7.820 0.9461 
(0.051) (0.0007) 
X3 9.314 0.9485 
(0.050) (0.0007) 
9.535 0.9480 
(0.052) (0.0007) 
Normal(O.l) 3.913 0.9447 
(0.014) (0.0010) 
3.898 0.9464 
(0.013) (0.0008) 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
12.354 0.9381 
(0.050) (0.0015) 
12.379 0.9014 
(0.071) (0.0005) 
0.9 
xl' 7.521 0.9473 
(0.048) (0.0008) 
7.804 0.9463 
(0.048) (0.0007) 
xi' 9.313 0.9481 
(0.051) (0.0007) 
9.546 0.9473 
(0.053) (0.0007) 
Normal(O.l) 3.914 0.9436 
(0.013) (0.0010) 
3.908 0.9464 
(0.013) (0.0008) 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
12.371 0.9384 
(0.052) (0.0015) 
12.386 0.9014 
(0.071) (0.0005) 
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Table 5.17 Comparison of Spline Method With the 
Method of Least Squares: Parameter 
Estimates, AR(1) Process. n=100. 500 
samples 
Roots Distribution Property 0 
Spline L.S. 
0.0 
xi" Mean 
s.d. 
0.0041 0.0043 
0.0363 0.0924 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.0032 0.0007 
0.0483 0.1004 
Normal(O.l) Mean 
s.d. 
-0.0074 -0.0018 
0.1012 0.0993 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
-0.0027 -0.0017 
0.0877 0.0965 
0.7 
xl' Mean 
s.d. 
0.6992 0.6859 
0.0260 0.0698 
\i' Mean 
s.d. 
0.6934 0.6878 
0.0368 0.0721 
Normal(O.l) Mean 
s.d. 
0.6711 0.6865 
0.0783 0.07.52 
0.9 N(l.l) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.6857 0.6865 
0.0675 0.0702 
0.9 
X2" Mean 
s.d. 
0.8976 0.8834 
0.0187 0.0497 
xi' Mean 
s.d. 
0.8921 0.8834 
0.0240 0.0484 
Normal(O.l) Mean 
s.d. 
0.8644 0.8951 
0.0500 0.0476 
0.9 N(L1) 
0.1 N(-9.1) 
Mean 
s.d. 
0.8937 0.8874 
0.0490 0.0491 
L.S = Least Squares, s.d. = Sample standard deviation 
For Chi-square errors the normal intervals have larger average lengths and higher 
standard errors of average length than the spline intervais. The average coverages of the 
90% nominaJ normal intervals axe higher than 90%. The average coverages of the spline 
intervals are close to the nominal 90% level. At 95% nominal level the average coverages 
of the normal intervals and the spline intervals are similar. 
For mixture of normals error distribution, the average coverages of the normal inter­
vals are close to the nominal at 90% level, but the coverages do not increase much at 
95% nominal level. The spline intervals, on the otherhand. produce better coverages. 
For the normal errors, the performance of the spline method is close to that of the 
least squares method. 
The gain (in terms of variance of the estimators) in using the spline estimator instead 
of the least squares estimator is around 85% for xj errors and around 75% for \3 errors 
in all three (root=0.0.7 and 0.9) cases. For normal errors, the loss is about 3 to 10% in 
terms of variance of the estimators. For the mixture of normals error distribution the 
corresponding gain is between 5 and 20%. 
5.3.3 Performance of Spline Method When the Transformation is Known 
We are interested to see how well the spline method works when the transformation 
is actually a spline function. To see this we performed the following simulation study. 
1. We generated 10000 iid observations from the (mean subtracted) Chi-square dis­
tribution with 3 degrees of freedom. We regressed the order statistics of the iid 
observations on the corresponding Blom scores to get the spline approximation. We 
used an Anderson-Darling test with type I error of 0.25 to determine the number 
of join points. The fitted function had 8 join points. 
In Table 5.18 the first column consists of the quantiles given by the fitted transfor­
mation. The second column consists of the actual quantiles of the mean subtracted 
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,\3 distribution. 
2. We treat the fitted distribution as the known transformation and construct an au-
toregressive process of order two with errors generated from the fitted distribution 
of step 1. We first generate a random number from A''(0,1), and then use the 
transformation of step 1 to generate an error for the autoregressive process. The 
roots of the characteristic equation of the autoregressive process tire O.S and 0.3. 
the sample size is 100, and there are 500 independent runs. 
3. (a) We use the spline method to estimate the autoregressive parameters, construct 
confidence intervals for predictions and calculate the actual coverages of 90% and 
95% nominal intervals In Table 5.19 and Table 5.20 we will use the term "'Spline 
method (Fitted \3^)" to describe this procedure. 
(b) We also do maximum likelihood estimation with the known error distribution 
(given by the transformation of step 1). In Table 5.19 and Table 5.20 we will use 
the term "MLE (known error distribution) method" to describe this procedure. 
Table 5.IS Estimated Quantiles from 
Spline Method and Quan­
tiles from the Known (Fitted 
\3^) Transformation, .'\R(2) 
Process. Roots = O.S, 0.3. 
Quantile Transformation Actual Values 
0.025 -2.7643 -2.7842 
0.050 -2.6151 -2.6482 
0.100 -2.3729 -2.4156 
0.050 -0.6348 -0.634 
0.900 3.1419 3.251 
0.950 4.7627 4.815 
0.975 6.3282 6.348 
Table 5.19 presents the mean coverages and the standard errors of the mean coverages 
the mean of 500 samples (in parentheses) of the 90% and 95% nominal inter\'als 
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Table 5.19 Average Lengths and Average Coverages of Confidence In­
tervals for Predictions, AR(2) Process: Spline Method 
(Modified intervals), n=100. 500 samples 
Roots Distribution 90% Nominal 95% Nominal 
Length Coverage Length Coverage 
0.8, 0.3 
Spline Method 
(Fitted X3^) 
7.423 0.9019 
(0.040) (0.0007) 
9.149 0.9514 
(0.059) (0.0005) 
MLE(known error 
distribution) 
7.378 0.9010 
(0.015) (0.0006) 
9.104 0.9509 
(0.015) (0.0004) 
Table 5.20 Parameter Estimates. AR(2) Process: n=100, 
500 samples 
Roots Distribution Property /?1 ^2 
Spline Method 
(Fitted \3^) 
Mean 
s.d. 
1.0987 -0.2444 
0.0534 0.0554 
MLE(known error) 
distribution) 
Mean 
s.d. 
1.1014 -0.2443 
0.0477 0.0497 
L.S = Least Squares, s.d. = Sample Standard Deviation of /?,. 
together with the average lengths of the intervals and the standard errors of the average 
lengths of the intervals (in parentheses) for the Spline method (Fitted \3^) and MLE 
(known error distribution) method. The mean coverages and the average lengths of the 
intervals are comparable for the two methods. But as expected, the standard errors of 
the average lengths are much smaller for the MLE (known error distribution) method. 
This is because the parameters of the distribution, except for o-^, are treated as known 
in the maximum likelihood procedure. The standard deviation of the length of the 90% 
interval is 0.89 for the spline method and 0.339 for the method of maximum likelihood 
estimation. Similarly, the standard deviation of the length of the 95% interval is 1.319 
for the spline method and 0.340 for the method of maocimum likelihood estimation. 
In Table 5.20 we present the average /?,• values and the standard deviations of the 0i 
values [i = 1,2), for the two methods. The loss is about 25 % in terms of variance when 
we use the Spline method (Fitted \3^) instead of the MLE (known error distribution) 
method. Thus there is a sizable loss with the estimation of the distribution parameters. 
This loss is larger than that exhibited for the normal distribution in Table 5.7. While the 
true number of join points is 8, the average number of join points used for the samples 
of size 100 is 4.348. The standard deviation for the number of join points is 1.626. 
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6 DISCUSSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
In this thesis the legitimacy of using the spline method to estimate the error distribu­
tion for an autoregressive process has been shown by presenting the limiting properties 
of the method and through simulations. The superiority of the spline method over the 
least squares method for non-Gaussian error distributions and performance close to the 
performance of the least squares method for Gaussian error distribution makes the spline 
method attractive. 
Several extensions of this work are possible. Our theoretical procedure is a finite step 
procedure. It will be interesting to see how the results can be extended to an iterative 
procedure that is iterated to convergence. Proper definition of convergence is important 
in such an investigation. 
Sarkar and Fuller (1996) presented a data reuse methodology based on the idea of 
recursive residuals, to construct the confidence interval for prediction. The authors used 
the empirical distribution of an approximate pivotal to obtain the lower and upper limits 
of the confidence interval for prediction. One could use the spline method to determine 
the lower and upper limits. 
Our methodologies are developed for stationary autoregressive proceses. Boldin's 
theorem on the empirical distribution of the residuals from a stationary autoregressive 
process plays a crucial role in all the proofs. .A challenging teisk would be to develop 
similar methodologies for unit root processes and other non stationary processes. 
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We have considered only autoregressive processes. It will be interesting to see 
how well the spline method works for more complicated time series models such as 
ARCH/GARCH models. Also extensions to multivariate time series models are of in­
terest. 
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